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Abstract

Social robots powered by IBM Watson as a support for
children with health problems

Isak Kabir & Kalle Kindvall

Over the last few years, there has been a growing interest for social robots with
human-like behavior and their application in healthcare and education. However,
there are still plenty of issues that needs to be resolved. One of these challenges is
to enable the social robots to fill its role effectively, by creating engagement.

In this report the study, that was conducted at IBM Sweden, aims to understand
how IBM Watson can be utilized in the Pepper robot; to engage and support
children from the Ronald McDonald House in Uppsala. This is a place for children
with health problems and their families to live temporarily. Furthermore, supportive
behaviors are investigated since such behaviors are suggested to be important to
increase the engagement. An initial prototype that used Watson’s natural language
processing and Pepper, was developed based on user requirements gathered
through interviews using a User Centered Design methodology. The prototype was
iteratively developed, and a final evaluation was conducted that examined both the
perception of the robot as well as the engagement it created.

The evaluation showed that the children wanted to interact with the robot again and
highlighted that they were highly engaged. They perceived the robot as a friend and
the supportive behaviors such as giving praise, responding quickly and maintaining
eye contact were most important. The main support the children wanted were to
help them feel less lonely and the conclusion of this study is that this is a suitable
goal for a robot system.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning  
Denna studie undersökte hur den människolika roboten Pepper i kombination med IBM 
Watson kan användas inom sjukvården. IBM Watson är en samling av olika program 
utvecklade av IBM, som använder sig av artificiell intelligens för att lösa olika problem 
som generellt är svåra för datorer att hantera. Studien har skett i samarbete Ronald 
McDonald Hus, som är ett hem för sjuka barn och deras familjer att bo på under perioder 
när barnen genomgår behandlingar på sjukhuset.  
 
För att undersöka hur roboten kan göra nytta, genomfördes en studie av behoven som fanns 
på Ronald McDonald Hus. Därefter utvecklades en prototyp i roboten, som använde sig av 
Watson, vars syfte var att kunna underhålla barnen kring temat musik. Detta inkluderade 
att lära sig mer om olika musikartister, ett musik-quiz, lyssna på musikvideor och se när 
roboten dansar. Som stöd för att förstå hur en robot kan användas, tillämpades tidigare 
forskning inom området sociala robotar. Inom detta forskningsfält är frågan om robotens 
roll central.  Roller som studeras är bland annat hur roboten kan utgöra en vän eller lärare. I 
dessa sammanhang är det väsentligt att förstå hur roboten uppfattas och om den kan 
engagera barnen i interaktionen. Detta utvärderades i denna studie med hjälp av 
frågeformulär som fylldes i av barnen efter att de fått testa att interagera med prototypen 
som byggdes.  
 
Slutsatsen av studien visade på att det går att skapa en engagerande robot med hjälp av 
Watson och Pepper och den uppfattades som vänlig, hjälpsam och som en kompis. Studien 
visade även på att roboten uppfattades som en vän och har potential att hjälpa barnen med 
att känna sig mindre ensamma. Det finns en del utrymme för att förbättra både prototypen 
och teknologierna som den bygger på, såsom artificiell intelligens, för att låta roboten 
bättre förstå vad användarna säger och vill. Däremot är tekniken idag tillräckligt bra nog 
för att kunna göra nytta och bidra med något positivt i detta sammanhang.  
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1. Introduction 
Over the last few years, there has been a growing interest for social and service robots with 
human-like behavior in education and healthcare. Several of these robots are designed to 
provide support, comfort and assist with necessary information or handle different tasks at 
home. But the issue of providing and maintaining a relevant interaction between a human 
and the robot is still challenging. This challenge has to be overcome in order to enhance the 
uptake of technology for everyday use (Rodriquez et al., 2015).  
  
This field of study is known as social robotics and it is a relatively new division of the 
robotics research area. By using and applying interactive robots in everyday life, the robots 
have the potential to revolutionize several industries and they have numerous areas of 
application. However, there are still plenty of issues that needs to be managed when 
developing social robots. One of these challenges is to make the robot understand the 
context and user intentions, but also to follow social behavior and rules. (Johnson et al., 
2016). 
  
Corrigan et al. (2016) claims that social robots could support humans in numerous areas, if 
these robots are better equipped and more knowledgeable so that they could keep up their 
part of an interaction. Humans and machine can interact, share knowledge and collaborate. 
But in order to get the most out of the interaction and maintain it, the robot must be able to 
make reasonable judgements regarding the user’s intent and aim of the interaction 
(Corrigan et al., 2016). As a result, the designing of social robots that are capable of 
engaging users has received greater interest in the recent years. However, the fundamental 
question that remains unanswered is which social capabilities robots should be endowed 
with to better engage users. Leite et al. (2014) suggest that social support and supportive 
behavior is important to enhance the motivation during an interaction. Motivation in turn is 
an important factor in increasing engagement.  
 
There have been several studies that examines how such socially supportive robots have 
been used in healthcare applications. Cabibihan et al. (2013) shows that robots can be an 
effective tool to help children with autism. Both as a training tool to teach them how to 
have a social interaction and as a way for them to approach other children. Another 
suitable use case for a social robot, described by Robinson et al. (2013), is to help elderly 
and reduce their feeling of loneliness.  
 
In 2007, IBM developed an artificial intelligence system named IBM Watson (in this 
report referred to as Watson). This system was able to solve problems that were generally 
hard for computers to solve and it won against the champion in the game show called 
Jeopardy. Watson have different capabilities such as image recognition, understanding the 
intent behind a text or is able convert voice to text and vice versa (Watson, 2017). Now 
IBM Sweden are in a phase of exploring the usability of Watson and its capabilities to 
enhance the engagement with the social robot called Pepper from Softbank Robotics.  
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In this report the study aims to understand how Watson’s natural language classifying can 
be integrated in the Pepper robot and how it can engage and support children in the context 
of healthcare. The study was conducted at Ronald McDonald House in Uppsala, with the 
aim to support the children with health problems in their daily life. Ronald McDonald 
House (2017) is a nonprofit organization with the ambition of providing support to children 
with health problems and their families. To do this, a prototype was developed using both 
Pepper and Watson. The prototype takes advantage of the functionality provided by a 
Watson service called Natural Language Classifier, that enhances the prototypes ability to 
understand the user’s input. The design was guided by a User Centered Design approach 
and the user requirements were gathered through interviews. After an initial prototype was 
developed and tested, a final version was developed based on the participant's input. The 
final version of the prototype allows the user to play a musical quiz, listen to songs, 
observe when the robot is dancing and learn more about artists. By using questionnaires, 
the study evaluated the engagement that the robot created as well as the perception of the 
robot. Furthermore, supportive behaviors are also investigated, since such behaviors are 
suggested to be important to increase the engagement (Leite et al., 2014).  

1.1 Research questions and approach 
The field of social robotics is relatively new division of the robotics research where the 
studies that have been conducted, have mostly used a method called Wizard of Oz 
(Breazeal, et al. 2005). This means that the interaction has been manually performed and 
experimenters have been interacting and controlling the robot during the interaction 
without the user's knowledge. In this study an autonomous system prototype which 
includes Watson functionality is created. By using this approach, new problems and design 
choices that are important in the field of social robotics can be highlighted. The purpose is 
to create the prototype system based on Pepper and Watson, and also to examine how it is 
perceived as well as if it engages users. The study is based on the following questions. 
● How could a social robot be used to support children with health problems?  

○ What role could a social robot fill to support the children?  
○ How can this role practically be implemented with Watson and Pepper and 

what activity should the robot engage the children in?  
● How does the implemented prototype system with supportive behavior affect 

children’s engagement with the robot and the engagement in the activity?  

1.2 Thesis structure  
Firstly, an introduction to the field social robots is presented and different roles that a robot 
could play is illustrated by presenting a few case studies. Later on, the concept of 
engagement is explained and how humans perceive robots and vice versa. Finally, some 
related work is presented that shows how engagement within the social robotics field have 
been evaluated.  
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In the next section called platform, the tools of the study, i.e. Pepper and Watson is 
described in more detail. After that, a method chapter presents how a User Centric Design 
study was conducted using interviews, to understand what sort of needs and support that 
Pepper could provide. The following section, describes the actual process of the project 
and how these needs were practically implemented using Pepper and IBM Watson. The 
implementation was followed by user testing to understand the user experience. The 
engagement and the user’s perception was evaluated by using a questionnaire and open-
ended questions. The results from these are presented in the chapter called evaluation. 
Lastly a chapter discusses the lessons learned from the different parts of the study. 

2. Background 
To understand what the foundation of a successful human-robot interaction experience is, 
it is important to consider the underlying social, cognitive and relational mechanisms. 
These principles can then be applied when designing robotic systems. This chapter 
presents an introduction to the field social robots by first defining what a social robot is. A 
short introduction to the concept of socially assistive robots is then presented and two 
roles are further defined. The roles, teaching robots and companion robot are two of the 
roles that have been studied most in this field. Then a section describes what embodiment 
is and why it is important for a social robot. After that, the concept of engagement is 
explained and what different behaviors and motivations are important to succeed during 
an interaction. Later on, the perception of a robot is described to demonstrate the 
importance of evaluating and understanding how the system is used and understood by the 
users. Finally, some related work is presented in how evaluation within the social robotics 
field have been done.  

2.1 Social robots 
The term social robots is used partly to differentiate these robots from the traditional 
industrial robots as well as the artificial social agents that are not even considered as 
robots, such as chat-bots. According to Duffy et al. (1999) the word implies that there is an 
interactive relationship between a robot and a human. This means that the robot is 
considered as social if it is capable of communicating in an interactive way. Sociality is 
however not only a cognitive trait and both Lazzeri et al. (2013) and Duffy et al. (1999) 
agree that the robot's body is a central aspect of sociality. 
 
Dautenhahn & Christaller (1995) describes sociality as a model to solve problems with 
social interaction. In this model, mental states which includes intentions and behaviors, are 
both important for an interactant to be aware and to be able to analyze. This is what allows 
complex social relationships, which current robots can’t achieve this sort of complex social 
interactions. Therefore, Dautenhahn & Christaller suggest that the robots can incrementally 
approach it and be evaluated along the way. In this way a distinction is made between 
social robots, that interact with humans and those that are expected to be social towards 
each other.  
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Moreover, Dautenhahn & Christaller (1995) also emphasizes the importance of a social 
robot to be able to be empathic towards others. By being able to put yourself in someone 
else's position and being empathic, is a way of understanding others mental state. To pick 
up on both verbal and nonverbal emotional signs is a part of the communications that is 
happening in a social interaction. This ability in robots is sometimes referred to as affective 
computing and different abilities are important for different robots.  

2.2 Socially assistive robots  
Social assistive robots are one example of social robots that provides both functional 
support and social support (Feil-Seifer & Mataric, 2005). These robots are common in 
elder care, but are also relevant in assisting individuals with physical or cognitive 
impairments. An additional example where socially assistive robots can play an important 
role, are in helping stroke patients with their recovery. As a part of the recovery, the robot 
can instruct patients with physical exercise throughout the process of recovering (Eriksson 
et al., 2005). The guidance and the process will not necessarily include any physical 
contact, but instead cover speech and demonstrating movements. Monitoring the patient's 
movement allows the robot to provide feedback on the exercises. Here the ability to be 
empathic is very important according to Adriana, Mataric & Scassellati (2007). Rogers 
(1975) shows that empathy can help patients recover faster and not to only make the user 
experience better and more engaging, but also to improve the effectiveness of the robot 
performing its task. Although robots can’t have true empathy, they can display signs of it 
and this can be very helpful (Adriana, Mataric and Scassellati, 2007). 
 
Another challenge faced when trying to develop a socially assistive robot is the task 
performance. Kiesler & Goetz (2002) shows that there can be a conflict between the 
perception of a robot and how well the robot achieves its goal. In a study conducted by 
Kiesler & Goetz (2002), a robot told jokes and developed a richer bond with the user, 
something that is perfect for a social robot. This was in contrast to a robot that used a more 
formal language, where the study showed that the playfulness leads to less cooperation 
towards the task. Because of this, it is really important to understand what the purpose of 
the robot is. Social assistive robots can play many different roles. To understand whether 
or not a use-case is suitable for a specific robot, it is important to understand the role that 
the robot could fill (Breazeal, 2004). Different robots have different abilities and it is 
important to find a role where the needs and requirements matches these abilities.  

2.2.1 Teaching robot  
A potential role for a social assistive robot to fill is as a teacher. In that way the robot can 
effectively help to spread, standardize and improve education. There is also a potentially 
greater upside of using a robot teacher compared to a human teacher. Beran et al. (2016) 
emphasize that children can have a higher interest and have a better focus on the learning 
objectives, since they find the robot interesting. This shows an important unique value with 
having a robot in the teaching role.  
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Shin & Kim (2007) proposes that robots in a learning situation can fill different roles as a 
teacher. For example, they can be a tool for training on a specific task or they can function 
as an information channel, where the student is in control of what information is sought. 
Another teaching role can be as an instructor, provides the students with information about 
the topic as well as how to proceed in the learning process. The most involved role is what 
they call a learning companion, and this requires the student to view the robot as not only a 
machine, but as a social agent that have an interest in the outcome of their learning. A 
robot companion needs a separate set of valuable abilities that is discussed further in the 
section 2.2.2 below.  
 
The context in where the teaching is conducted, is also important. This is something that 
Verner, Polishuk & Krayner (2016) consider in a study comparing a lab setting with a 
studio setting as the environment for the learning experience. The studio had a more 
informal setting where the children were situated closely to the robot and got more one-on-
one time with the robot. The lab setting on the other hand, resembled a traditional 
classroom, with several chairs per table and with the robot placed in the front of the class. 
The result of this experiment shows that the studio setting gives a more positive perception 
of the robot while the lab scenario results in better exchange of knowledge. Hence Verner, 
Polishuk & Krayner (2016) highlights that the lab scenario is more successful educational 
wise, since the children focuses more on the learning objectives and the robot talks to the 
entire class about learning. This shows that positive perception of the robot is not 
necessarily the most critical point for a learning robot, and that learning outcomes is not 
directly correlated to this.  
 
Another study made by Hashimoto et al. (2013), compares different robots and their ability 
to fulfill the role as a teacher. This investigation focused on how human-like they perceive 
the robot and how likeable and interesting they perceive the robot. These factors were then 
compared to the performance of the students towards the learning outcomes. Both of the 
robots had a face and body, but one of them (RoboThespian) had more flexibility to move 
it arms, while the other one (SAYA) had the ability to do more facial expressions. SAYA 
was perceived as less human-like, less friendly but still enabled the students to perform 
better towards the learning outcomes. This shows similarly to what Verner, Polishuk & 
Krayner (2016) concluded, that the factors that are important for a teaching robot are not 
the same as for a companion robot. How similar the robot is to a human is perhaps not 
valuable in itself. Some features that come with being human-like, such as moving arms 
and facial expressions can however serve separate valuable functions. This is discussed 
more in the section 2.3 about embodiment.    

2.2.2 Companion robot   
Companion robots are another role that social assistive robots can play. According to 
Robinson et al. (2013), robots can function as a companion to elderly people and reduce 
their feeling of loneliness. This role has previously been performed by dogs, but can also 
be performed by robots and even performs better in reducing the feeling of loneliness. In 
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these studies, the result showed that there was also more social interaction between the 
participants and the robot compared to with the dogs. Robinson et al. (2013) however 
explains that it is hard to tell how big of an impact the novelty of the robot plays. This is 
not necessarily a problem though, since reducing the loneliness is a positive outcome. The 
use of robots as a conversation topic and as an icebreaker can also be a useful function for 
a social robot in itself.  
 
Cabibihan et al. (2013) investigates the robot as an icebreaker, in the context of children 
having autism. In this particular case, the robot encourages the autism children to be social 
interactive, and different functions within the social companion role were identified. For 
instance, the robot exemplified how an interaction can function by being overly expressive 
and clear. The children could then apply these skills in human interactions and real life. 
The robot could also facilitate an interaction between the children so that they can play 
together. This could otherwise be a social challenge for the children. Additionally, this 
helps the children to improve skills such as getting eye-contact, emotional recognition and 
turn-taking in conversation. But to be effective as a practical training tool for social 
interaction, the robot needs to be able to fill the role as a social companion. Another very 
important factor to consider when designing a companion robot is autonomy, which 
Cabibihan et al. (2013) is highlights to be important for the flow in the conversation and 
ease of use. However, full autonomy is something that should be avoided according to 
Cabibihan et al., 2013, since some therapists need to make a judgement on how the robot 
should behave depending on the child’s behavior.  
 
According to Heerink et al. (2008), the acceptance factor is also important when designing 
a companion robot. Heerink et al. (2008) show that acceptance as well as enjoyment are 
dependent on the social intelligence of the robot. Social intelligence is a complex and 
diverse term but Heerink et al. (2008) focus on some important aspects of it in their study, 
such as nodding and staring at the participants. The social intelligence features that were 
examined also included smiling, remembering the names of participant, varying the pitch 
of its voice more, showing more facial expressions in general and apologizing for making 
mistakes. These are all aspects that are important to keep in mind when designing a robot 
to fill a companion role.  

2.3 Embodiment 
The concept of embodiment is broad and include many different aspects. The obvious 
meaning is a physical robot with a body similar to a human. That includes limbs like arms 
and legs, hands to grip or point with, a head with mouth and eyes to convey facial 
expressions and finally ears to hear with (Al Moubayed, Edlund, and Beskow, 2012; 
Wainer et al., 2007). For example, a head where the eyes can physically move would be 
considered as an embodied robot.  
 
There are scenarios where physical interaction is a basic necessity of the task, such as for 
lifting an object (Hoffmann and Krämer, 2013). For other tasks the need or usefulness of 
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embodiment is subtler. Since it is often cheaper and easier if you can avoid using a 
physical robot, it is very important to examine this thoroughly according to Hoffmann & 
Krämer (2013). Kiesler & Goetz (2002) means that humanoid robot is better at attracting 
attention towards the task than not having a physical robot.  
 
Within the field of Human-Robot-Interaction (HRI), the exact usefulness of embodiment 
has been studied in many different ways. In some areas the results are inconclusive. These 
studies have evaluated a robot in contrast to a virtual robot that assists or engages in a task. 
In one study where the task was a chess game, a physical robot received more positive 
evaluation (Pereira et al., 2008). However, in another study where the task involved 
negotiation there was no relevant difference between physical and virtual robot (Bartneck, 
2002). One challenge when comparing studies like this is that the evaluation can be done in 
many different ways. The exact implementation of embodiment can also vary greatly, both 
in the degree of embodiment as well as the quality of the implementation. 

 
In a study conducted by Wainer et al. (2007), they examined how a virtual robot providing 
its feedback through tele-presence could make a difference. In the study, the users were 
asked to play a game called Tower of Hanoi, where the goal was to move all the rings from 
one pin to another. To evaluate the performance of the different version of the robot, they 
studied both task performance as well as self-reported enjoyment. The robot in the scenario 
was a simple box with wheels and a camera on top of it and by directing the camera the 
robot's embodiment could provide additional support. The study concluded that an 
embodied robot is seen as more helpful and also more enjoyable in the context of assisting 
in the task.  
 
Overall embodiment is important, but to varying degree depending on both the amount of 
embodiment as well as in what scenario it is being used. For instance, it can increase the 
acceptance and enjoyment in general and specific types of embodiment can also provide 
better task performance. Acceptance and enjoyment are in turn important in the process of 
engagement.  

2.4 Engagement  

2.4.1 The definition and process of engagement 

According to National Encyclopedia (2017) the term engagement is defined as a goal to 
help or support a person. Corrigan et al. (2016) further defines the term as an initiation of 
an interactive conversation or a way of establishing a relationship. Additionally, the term 
can be defined as a stage in a process or the overall process of a conversation. Engagement 
as a process can be divided into several phases. These phases differ from each other in the 
degree of involvement of the user.  
 
The engagement process includes according to Sidner & Dzikovska (2005), a person 
initiating the interaction, maintaining and ending the interaction. These stages can be seen 
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individually and distinctive. Since identifying the interest in starting an interaction, the 
system requires to notice an intention to engage by analyzing if there are some signs that 
demonstrates an initial interest (Pitsch et al, 2009). However, the intention has to be 
established to maintain an interaction. Corrigan et al. (2016) suggest that too much 
interaction from the robot could hinder the interaction and affect the motivation negative. 
But it is also important that the system is adaptive and flexible to the users, to guarantee 
that the user is engaged throughout the interaction. If this is not taken into consideration, 
the user will end the interaction before the system has accomplished its objective to teach, 
inform or assist a user. The system has to understand when a conversation has ended, in 
case the user walks away and also be able to end an interaction naturally once either of the 
interactant have accomplished their goal.  
  
In this way engagement can be described as containing of at least three phases (Pitsch et al, 
2009), i.e., the intention to engage, engaged and disengaged. Nevertheless, O’Brien & 
Toms (2008) believe that a fourth stage exists called re-engagement. This stage is where 
the conversation can be considered as over but it is not. The user has become disengaged 
but there is still a possibility to change this. The system now need to apply the information 
that have been received during the conversation and previous ones, in order to grasp why 
the user perceived to feel disengaged and try to re-engage the user with inbuilt 
methodologies. However, disengagement is a difficult phase to determine with a certainty, 
since distraction can make a user to temporarily or briefly look away (Peters, Asteriadis & 
Karpouzis, 2010).  
 
That’s why it is important to understand what the user engages with, which can be referred 
to as the focus of the engagement. This can be divided into a cognitive component and an 
affective component, i.e. attention/concentration and enjoyment respectively (O’Brien and 
Toms, 2008; Shernoff et al. 2003). To start with, concentration refers to when a user is 
paying attention to a specific activity for a particular amount of time, while disregarding 
other things. Staring or gazing can signal that the user is paying attention, but it may also 
be the case that they are daydreaming for example. Further on, looking away for a second 
can be interpreted as being disengaged, but it may also indicate a way for the user to melt 
and process the information that have been said. Enjoyment on the other hand, can be 
characterized as a positive emotion and is associated with the effort put into the interaction 
(Christenson, Reschly and Whylie, 2012).  

2.4.2 Types of engagement  
Engagement in a social robotics context, can be decomposed into a task oriented 
engagement and a social oriented engagement. Corrigan et al. (2015) describes the task 
engagement as mainly focusing on the user’s interest and concentration. They noticed in 
the education context, that more challenging tasks increases the flow of the conversation 
regardless of the success in solving a task. While in the workplace scenario, a clear aim in 
addition to fast feedback were considered to be most effective. Social engagement, on the 
other hand is defined as the process where two or more interactants establish and maintain 
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a conversation with a focus on the social interaction. This means to understand how 
socially receptive the user is to the robot.  
 
An experiment conducted by Corrigan et al. (2015) highlights the differences between task 
engagement and social engagement, where a humanoid robot called NAO was used in a 
memory game and playing against a user. The study was designed in a scenario where 
users were collaborating with a helpful and instructive robot versus a neutral robot and 
partially-instructive robot, without knowing the differences between the scenarios. The 
helpful robot was looking directly at the participants, addressing them by their name and 
giving positive feedback whenever they did well in the task. If the user where solving the 
task incorrectly, the robot said: “That’s O.K.” or “Never Mind Participant Name” Corrigan 
et al. (2015, 377). The result showed that the helpful robot is perceived more friendly and 
performed better in creating a social engagement. When the participant on the other hand 
interacted with the neutral robot, it offered smaller amount of help, no direct eye-contact 
and didn’t address the user by name. The experiment showed that the user perceives a 
higher engagement if the task is more enjoyable and more challenging and that the social 
part is not as important as in the social engagement experiment. The study also visualizes 
that the users own perception of the robot, in terms of friendliness and helpfulness are 
related to their perception of high level of engagement. The level of engagement can also 
be influenced by the person's internal state of curiosity and interest. As a conclusion, 
Corrigan et al. (2015, 380) describes that it is not necessarily the way in which the robot 
responds to the user which is important for engagement, but the user’s perception of the 
robot.  

2.4.3 Perception of robot engagement  
Corrigan et al. (2015) describes developing autonomous robot system that includes human 
users as a complex process. First of all, the user requires to perceive the robot as being 
socially intelligent to engage during an interaction. The opposite has turned out to be 
disengaging, regardless of what the robot might have to offer. Robots also need to be able 
to maintain the engagement by adapting to small changes that are hard to notice in the 
interaction based on the user’s sentimental state. On the other hand, this does not 
necessarily imply that the robot has to reply and behave human-like, but to behave in a 
reliable and efficient way.  
  
To maintain the interaction between humans and robots, Ruhland et al. (2014) explains the 
significance of not only focus on detecting behaviors and expressions from what the user 
states. It is also important to take into account how people perceive artificial generated 
behaviors. Hall et al. (2014) describes how different responses of the robot didn’t affect the 
engagement of participants. However, it affects the perception of the robot and the positive 
engagement depends on the gesture presented, with nodding as the most powerful one. 
Furthermore, different gestures such as change of gaze and eye blinks are important factors 
in an interaction (Hall et al., 2014). When a interactant is nodding, this signals 
encouragement and confirmation between speaker and listener (McClave, 2000). Eye 
blinks on the other hand, can be seen as a way of taking turn in a conversation and to get 
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attention from the listener (Kendon, 1967). Change in gaze can be seen as re-engagement 
or as an indication that the performer is ‘thinking’ (Doherty-Sneddon et al. 2002). The 
perception can be influenced by different features such as the effect of distance between 
the interactants. This in turn can impact the visual cues, silence and the context of the 
situation.  
 
A way of visualizing information is through a touch table (Baxter, Wood and Belpaeme, 
2012), where the abilities of the robot can be usefully augmented in this way. However, 
there are some risks and challenges as some types of social behavior might disturb the user 
from understanding or learning from the robot. It could also reduce the impact that the 
robot would make without these social behaviors (Kennedy, Baxter and Belpaeme, 2015). 

2.6 Evaluation of human robot interaction 
According to Anzalone et al. (2015), there are different ways to evaluate the level of 
engagement. They looked at human interaction with a robot during an interactive game and 
used a so called RGB-D sensor to track the user. The term RGB-D refers to a camera that 
in addition to colors, also is able to track depth in a picture. Posture and head movement 
were tracked to identify if the user imitated the robot's movement or if they performed any 
synchronous events. Synchronous events refer to any event that is correlated in time 
between the robot and the user. Imitation is also a strong indication of engagement as it 
requires both to notice. In this study conducted by Anzalone et al. (2015) two different 
algorithms are used to analyze the sensor input and automatically translate it to a model of 
the users posture and head direction respectively. Bertenthal, Boyer & Han (2012) describe 
that by measuring how long time there is between a movement of a robot's arms and the 
human’s gaze, the effectiveness of the nonverbal communication can be inferred.  
 
Some other indicators are eyebrow activities that can be a predictor of concentration and as 
complications. Smiling expects to be a weak positive indicator overall, but it can also be 
successful for temporary social interactions (Lewis, Haviland-Jones and Barett, 2010). 
However, Jones et al. (2015) believe that smiles should be interpreted as sign of politeness, 
and may be a sign that the user is ready to engage but not an indication of enjoyment per 
se. Though these individual measures become more interesting when they occur 
simultaneously and can only be interpreted with respect to specific situation (Mota and 
Picard, 2003).  

2.7 Overview of the key concepts  
In this sections the usefulness of the different theories that are described in the sections 
2.1-2.6, is summarized. Furthermore, the analysis will be based on a comparison of the 
theoretical background against the interview and the application implemented on Pepper, 
to determine which methods are most effective and perceived essential to increase the 
engagement. This can provide relevant elements and abilities that are considered to be 
most important to achieve the optimal results where expectations meet their needs. 
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 Below are the key factors summarized within each theory section in a tabular form.  
 

Table 1 - Key elements with references  

Concept Central aspects with references 

Roles of the 
robot  

● Teaching robot as information channel, instructor, learning 
companion Shin & Kim (2007) 

● Classroom settings Verner, Polishuk & Krayner (2016) 
● Companion robot Robinson et al. (2013) 
● Robot as an icebreaker Cabibihan et al. (2013) 
● Social intelligence for companion robots Heerink et al. (2008). 
● Socially assistive robots Feil-Seifer & Mataric (2005) 
● Embodiment and empathy for socially assistive robots Adriana, 

Mataric and Scassellati (2007) 

Engagement ● Establish a relationship Corrigan et al. (2016)   
● Engagement is affected by curiosity and interest Corrigan et al. (2015)   
● The system should be adaptive and flexible Pitsch et al. (2009) 
● Intention to engage, engaged and disengaged, re-engagement Pitsch et 

al. (2009) 
● Enjoyment is coupled with effort Christenson, Reschly and Whylie 

(2012) 
● Challenging task increase task engagement Corrigan et al. (2015) 
● Friendliness and helpfulness Corrigan et al. (2015) 
● Different responses didn’t affect the engagement Hall et al. (2014) 

Human 
perception of 
a robot 

● Socially intelligence Corrigan et al. (2015) 
● Behave in reliable and efficient way Corrigan et al. (2015) 
● Nodding, change of gaze, eye blinks Hall et al. (2014) 
● Touch table augment abilities Baxter, Wood and Belpaeme (2012) 

 
These key aspects have been suggested to be most important in the area of social robots, 
which are used in design of the interview guide that can be found in the Appendix.  

3. Platform 
This section describes the platform that the prototype is built on. First of all, a description 
of Pepper's features are described, which are based on build-in programs and has its 
restrictions to communicate and interact with people. Then IBM Watson is described to 
create an understanding of how it can provide a valuable function to enhance the 
interaction with humans.  
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3.1 Pepper 
Pepper, the robot is made by Softbank Robotics as the first talking humanoid robot and is 
built to be used as an entertaining robot (Softbank Robotics, 2016a). To understand the 
appearance of Pepper, the following picture demonstrates how Pepper is designed.  

 

 
Figure 1: Pepper Robot (Softbank Robotics, 2016b). 

Pepper has different abilities, and one of them is to recognize humans by their voices, 
thanks to the four microphones and loudspeakers it has (Softbank Robotics, 2016a). In this 
way, Pepper can locate the source of the sounds and continues to engage in the 
conversation if the person interacting in the conversation is localized. The robot also has 
3D-cameras that enables the system to identify movements and understand where the user 
is situated. Furthermore, the cameras can process images with shape recognition to identify 
objects such as faces and bodies. When the robot is talking, it automatically makes gestures 
with its arms and nods. It also changes its eye-color to communicate different states, such 
as blue to indicate that it is listening and red to indicate that something went wrong. Pepper 
is also movable thanks to the wheels beneath and other things that Pepper can do is to 
dance and play saxophone, which is part of the entertainment character that Pepper has. 
Lastly Pepper has a tablet on the stomach, which provides another source to communicate 
and share information. The robot has been used in several companies such as Softbank 
itself, Nestlé, SNCF and Carrefour to enrich customer experience (Softbank Robotics, 
2016a). At Nestlé, Pepper was for instance used to sell Nescafé machines to embrace the 
brand engagement with consumers (Nestlé, 2014).  

3.2 IBM Watson 
IBM Watson is an artificial intelligent system developed by IBM and was built in 2007, 
with the purpose to be used as a quiz-based system that could compete in the TV program, 
Jeopardy. A few years later in 2011, Watson outclassed and defeated the champions of 
Jeopardy. Since then it has become better in a variety of areas and now performs dozens of 
services that span languages, speech, vision and data (Noyes, 2016). By analyzing and 
comparing questions with similar questions, Watson can set and rank hypotheses and 
search for evidence to confirm or reject an idea (Dejan and Markovic, 2016).  
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This system is radically different from the programmable systems that often follows a rigid 
decisions tree approach. But with today’s huge number of complex datasets, such a rigid 
approach often breaks or fails to keep up with available information. Artificial systems on 
the other hand, enables people to find insights that are locked away in a large amount of 
data and learns through senses and experience. This process serves to enhance human 
expertise, as it can reason and interact as a human does (Watson, 2017). Watson uses 
different technologies from artificial intelligence areas such as machine learning, neural 
networking, natural language processing, computerized vision, speech recognition and 
sentiment analysis to understand and learn new things (Noyes, 2016). 
  
Furthermore, there are different number of features and services that is provided by IBM 
through a couple of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). These APIs are offered at 
the IBM cloud platform called Bluemix (High, 2012).  
 

 
Figure 2: Watson services that are available in Bluemix (Watson Developer Cloud, 2017). 

The figure above displays the Watson services offered in Bluemix which are provided to 
build applications.  

4. Method 
In this section the method is described to give an understanding of how the result of the 
project was reached. The first section describes the approach of the study followed by a 
section of how information was collected with a qualitative and a quantitative 
methodology. The following section describes the main method used in the entire project, 
named User Centered Design and how it was applied towards the development of the 
implementation. Lastly a description of how the questions of the interviews in the User 
Centered Design was designed.   
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4.1 Approach 
The study was conducted by gathering information about both the technical aspects as well 
as the theoretical background. This included learning more about Pepper, Watson and 
Bluemix on the technical level and learning about social robotics and engagement on the 
theoretical level. This enabled that a user study could be conducted at Ronald McDonald 
House using a User Centered Design methodology. The user study made it possible to 
create the prototype system, which was evaluated and updated to a final version. The final 
version in turn was evaluated based on the user’s engagement. Below is an overview of the 
different steps taken during this project shown in Figure 3. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: An overview of the different steps taken during this project. 

The first step of the process consisted of two interviews that were held at Ronald 
McDonald House. The interviews were carried out to understand what challenges the 
children were facing while staying at the house. Then the next step was to develop a 
prototype based on the needs discovered in the user study. This prototype system was built 
by combining Pepper and Watson. The development of the prototype system was followed 
up with the step called evaluation, where prototype tests were conducted to understand 
how the users perceived and used the system. The feedback was then used when the 
development continued and a final version of the prototype system was created and 
evaluated. The final evaluation part consisted of both evaluating the engagement and also 
evaluating the perception of the robot using questionnaires.  

4.2 Qualitative and quantitative methodology 

The report is based on a qualitative and quantitative methodology, where a combination of 
both creates a nuanced and broad picture of the problem according to Hesse-Biber (2010). 
Combining the different methods enables a deeper analysis and different perspectives are 
weighed against each other, which results in a higher validity of the study. The methods 
also complement each other by creating a more depth and understanding of the 
phenomenon to a greater extent than if they had been used individually (Hesse-Biber, 
2010). 
 
Qualitative approach gives an exploratory and holistic perspective (Svensson and Starrin, 
2003, 15-18). Since the report was based on an investigation and description of the social 
systems, it is beneficial to choose a qualitative approach. This gives a clear description of 
what the user needs and expectations are, to be able to understand how the robot might suit 
their everyday life. The qualitative approach was realized by using interviews as a form of 
data-collection method, as it gives a context and allows follow-up questions and deeper 
understanding. This is something that a quantitative study does not take into account, 
which is essential in a user centered study where emotions and attitudes can affect a deeper 
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understanding of the respondent's answer. A quantitative approach was also although used 
as a complement. This approach is based on numbers and logic (Berg and Howard, 2004) 
and was realized by using surveys to evaluate how the users perceived the prototype 
system. A quantitative approach is also suitable in this study, since some children have 
problems to explain their thoughts and that's why a quantitative approach can complement 
the qualitative approach (Lee et al., 2017).  

4.3 User centered design and alternative methods 
User Centered Design shortened UCD is a method for developing a system with a focus on 
the user. The goal with UCD is to create IT systems that were in line with what was 
actually needed by the users (Norman and Draper, 1986). The idea behind UCD was to 
overcome failures, redesign, breaking budgets and timelines by involving the users more 
closely in the development process (Abras, Maloney-Krichmar and Preece, 2004). For this 
study, UCD was used during designing of interview questions and the design of the 
prototype system to understand what the users wanted and needed. The background 
interviews were divided into a semi-structured interview and followed up with a more 
structured interview. These sort of interviews are used to involve the user as well as to 
identify what the central functionality of the system should be (Norman and Draper, 1986). 
By utilizing these sort of methods, the developers of the system can better create an 
understanding of what to build.  
 
The prototype building with UCD is characterized to be made fast, to provide feedback 
from the user and to improve the development. To achieve this, an early version of the 
prototype system is tested with users to get a brief understanding of general perception of 
the robot. When the system is used in a certain environment, this affects how it is used and 
perceived (Abras, Maloney-Krichmar and Preece, 2004). There are many factors of the 
design that can be influenced by the environment, such as what information is available, 
the general sound, if the user will be able to focus on the system or need the ability to 
pause. To identifying these types of problems, an on-site observation was performed. This 
was performed by taking prototype systems to the end users where it is intended to be used.  
 
Taking these concepts and applying them in the context of children as users, requires some 
adjustments to the approaches (Scaife and Rogers, 1999). Among some challenges, Scaife 
and Rogers (1999) mentions that eliciting user requirements from children can difficult, 
since children tend to focus more on the fun aspects instead of the functionality. This is 
however suitable for the reason that the focus will be to increase the entertainment level in 
Pepper. Another challenge is that neither the children or the adults have any IT background 
and may therefore not have a good idea about what is actually technically easy, hard or 
even possible.  
 
Another method commonly used for both testing prototypes and robotic research is called 
Wizard of Oz (Riek, 2012) shortened WoZ. Rebecca Kelly, (1984) explains that WoZ is a 
technique where the experimenter controls the robot. There are however some challenges 
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with Woz according to Breazeal, et al. (2005), which mentions that relying too much on 
WoZ stands in the way of developing fault tolerant robotic systems. WoZ can be an 
effective way to experiment and to do rapid prototyping with robots. But it is important to 
remember that especially for developing an autonomous robotic system having users 
interface with the system without WoZ provides crucial information. For these reasons as 
well as to be able to evaluate the implementation of Watson, the evaluation sessions during 
this project was done with a preprogrammed and autonomous robot.  

4.4 Establishment of interview guide  
To establish an interview guide according to Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul (2006), it is 
important to avoid to ask leading questions and also avoid making statements instead of a 
question when formulating the interview questions. Further on, it is also important to 
formulate questions that are open for discussion which could highlight other aspects that 
have not been taking into consideration (Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul 2006). The 
interview guide was structured using themes such as housing arrangements, the children's 
everyday life and activity levels, their social circle and their challenge living in the 
housing. The interview guide can be found in the Appendix. In order to ensure the 
interview guide's relevance and verifying the suitability, the interview questions are sent to 
the respondents in advance (Lee et al., 2013). When the review of the response data was 
done, the data was categorized into segments with similar properties.  

4.5 Method Considerations 
There are some factors that need to be considered that affect how effective the presented 
method is. One potential concern is how the UCD methodology work with children. Kelly 
et al. (2006) show that children can effectively be the users with this approach. They 
mention that children can focus more on the fun aspects of a system and disregard other 
aspects as a consequence. However, this is not a disadvantage in the context of this project 
since the robot is indented to be fun. Another aspect to consider is how the fact that some 
of the users testing the prototype is from IBM. They could be biased and this is something 
to keep in mind. Corrigan et al. (2015) also mentions that how interested and positive a 
user is before the interaction will positively affect their engagement. This could lead to a 
more positive result than from a more general user base. On the other hand, as long as the 
children where the robot is intended to be used are positive to having a robot there this is 
not a problem.  

5. Requirements gathered from interviews 
This section describes the result from the interview with the manager of the Ronald 
McDonald House and how this translates into requirements and desires for functionality in 
the robot system. The chapter begin with a description of what Ronald McDonald House is 
and its purpose and continues with the information gathered from the interviews.  
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5.1 Ronald McDonald House Background 
Ronald McDonald House Charity (2017) is a nonprofit organization with the ambition of 
providing support to children with health problems and their families. The first Ronald 
McDonald House started as a fundraiser and was built in 1974 by McDonald’s regional 
manager named Ed Rensi and a parent of a sick child named Fred Hill (Ronald McDonald 
House Charity Coastal Empire, 2017). Even though McDonald’s have been the largest 
corporate contributor from the early beginning, the charity is a completely separate 
organization (Ronald McDonald House Charity, 2017).  
 
Today there are five Ronald McDonald Houses in Sweden, whereof one of them is placed 
in Uppsala since 2015. Lotta Sterning is the business manager of the Uppsala unit, and it 
has 19 rooms available for children and their families to stay in while they are being 
treated at the hospital. A vital part that the houses offer, are the proximity to the hospital 
and in some cases this is the only way for a family to stay close together during their 
treatment (Ronald McDonald House Charity, 2017).  

5.2 Interview with the business manager 
To understand what a robot can do for the people at Ronald McDonald House, it is 
important to understand what is done already and how the organization currently operates. 
Interviews were held with the business manager of Ronald McDonald House to understand 
their organization and what the children wanted and needed. Two interviews were 
conducted at Ronald McDonald House, where the second interview where more structured 
and longer. This can be seen in the following interview table (Table 3).    
 

Table 3 - Interviews with Ronald McDonald  

Company / 
Organization 

Interview 
date 

Interview 
length  

Respondent 

Ronald 
McDonald, 
Uppsala 

16/02/2017 
 
03/03/2017 

40 min 
 
75 min 

Lotta Sterning (Business manager) 
 
Lotta Sterning (Business manager) 

 
Lotta Sterning (2017) is the business manager of the house and emphasizes that there is a 
great variation between how much time these children spend at the house. Some of the 
children spend most of their time at the hospital, while others visit the hospital only for the 
medical activities. This is based on what their treatment requires. Most of the children 
stays at the house for a couple of days, while others stay at the house for several months. 
Sterning also express that the robot interaction would be mainly helpful and suitable for 
those that spent a bit more time here and therefore needed it the most. When a family 
arrives at the house, they are given a tour which includes instructions and rules for the 
house. The families get their own room, while the living room and kitchen are spaces that 
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are shared with other families. To have the robot explain these sort of rules is one scenario 
where Stering (2017) see a potential use for a robot,   
 
Furthermore, Sterning (2017) describes that one of her main interest is to activate the 
children more. Currently, there are activities such as crafting or playing table tennis 
arranged at least once a week. The participation varies greatly depending on how available 
the children are. Some families do a lot of their own activities, but Sterning explains that 
there is still a great need for more things that can stimulate them. This is something that 
would be great if it could be provided by the robot. For example, the robot could suggest 
activities that they can go out and do, or provide something that is entertaining for the 
children.   
 
Another aspect that Sterning (2017) mentions are the house rules. These rules include 
instruction on how to take care of the trash and things that need to be done when the 
families are leaving for instance. This information is given when the families arrive, but 
since the families are in stressful situation with their child needing medical aid, this leads 
them to having to ask repeatedly. Because of this, Sterning means that the parents might 
not be totally receptive while they learn the rules for the first time. Some parents even stop 
asking, which Sterning mentions that it could possibly be that they feel embarrassed to ask 
again. Therefore, she suggests that this is a task that a robot could be a perfect fit for, since 
there is no need to feel embarrassed in front of a robot and also because a robot wouldn’t 
be tired of answering the same question over and over. Things such as where the nearest 
place to buy food and what direction the hospital is, are information that the robot could 
provide.  
 
There is however one type of question that Sterning (2017) describes that the robot should 
not be designed to answer, and that is giving information to the children about their 
disease. The reason is due to the fact that the housing is not a hospital, but rather aims to be 
seen as a normal home. These topics also needs to be handled carefully and are quite 
sensitive according to Sterning and a robot would need to be very advanced to be able to 
do this to a satisfactory level. Sterning also describes that there is a school at the hospital 
that makes sure that the children's education is not hindered by their hospital visit. 
However, some of the children feel too tired to attend the class while they are going 
through the treatment. In this situation, the robot could teach the children directly at the 
housing.  
 
Sterning (2017) also mentions that children felt lonely during their treatment, which is why 
it is important to facilitate the children to become friends with each other. Here the robot 
could bring the children together around it or get them to start talking to each other. 
Nowadays there are some translations of the rules in different languages, but these are not 
perfect nor comprehensive. Especially Dari, which is a variety of the Persian Language, is 
challenging for the staff. In this situation a robot that can answer all the common questions 
that families have in several languages would be highly desirable.  
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6. Implementation 
In this section, the different parts of the implementation are described. First of all, an 
overview is presented which clarifies how the platform is used and the functionality that 
the prototype system provides. The following section describes both the program named 
Choregraphe and the programming language called Qichat that used in the 
implementation part. Then the structure of the conversation is presented in detail and how 
Watson was used in the conversation flow.  

6.1 Overview of the system 
The implementation was conducted by integrating Watson into Pepper to enhance the 
experience. The theme of the application was chosen to be music, since according to 
Sterning (2017), a lot of the children have at least some interest in this topic. There are 
three different main components of this musical entertainment application. Users can play 
music quiz about different artists, request Pepper to play a music video on the tablet while 
dancing, and learn more about artist which is referred to as the story mode in the 
application. The story mode means that Pepper explain about a certain artist biography and 
the user can select what subtopics to learn more about. Throughout the interaction, Pepper 
provides information by showing a website on its table. This was used to provide relevant 
information during the conversation, but also to help users with what they can ask Pepper. 
On top of that, an integration with the Watson service named Natural Language Classifier 
(in this report referred to as NLC) was done. This enabled Pepper to differentiate between 
user intent that can be phrased in similar ways, allowing the implementation to be more 
flexible. Both the website and the Watson service is hosted and available on IBM’s cloud 
platform Bluemix. An overview of how these parts are connected to each other is shown in 
Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4:  Overview of the prototype system. 
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The figure illustrates a user interacting with Pepper by communicating through voice. 
Pepper in turn responds through voice, but gives additional information by showing things 
on the tablet. In addition to voice, Pepper has a camera that is used to visually locate the 
user and keep an eye contact with it. Pepper translates the user’s voice input into text. This 
text is handled by QiChat, which is a programming language created specifically for 
creating dialogs and managing Softbank's robots. QiChat takes the user's inputs as text, 
interprets them and then initiates the appropriate response. QiChat can also send 
instructions to the tablet, to make sure that the correct contextual information is shown to 
the user. This is described in more detail in section 6.2 below. When the user is asking 
questions or suggest things to do, this information is sent from QiChat to a module written 
in the programming language Python. The Python module enables the communication 
between QiChat and Watson, where the input is turned into a request to the Watson API 
named NLC. Watson sends back a response to the Python module, which extracts the class 
for the user input and sends it back to QiChat. In this way Pepper can understand the intent 
of the question or the request the user has.  

6.2 Choregraphe and QiChat  
To facilitate the development of applications in Pepper, there is a program called 
Choregraphe (Softbank Robotics, 2017). This program provides a visual development 
environment with some functionality available as drag-and-drop boxes. These boxes 
include getting Pepper to talk, move its body in predefined ways, as well as showing 
pictures on the tablet. In addition to these functions, Choregraphe also provides tools for 
testing, where a virtual representation of Pepper is available. This can be used to test 
movement and understand if the flow of the conversation is handled correctly. However, 
there are some limitations to what can be tested using the virtual robot. The speech-to-text, 
and text-to-speech-functionality available in Pepper is not available in Choregraphe. 
Instead a text based chat is used for the conversation. Other functionality only available in 
Pepper includes all tablet-functionality and the Python library that is needed to connect to 
the Watson API. 
 
To structure the dialog in Choregraphe, the language QiChat is used. Using QiChat enables 
an easy way to handle a lot of common aspects of a dialog. QiChat is connected to Peppers 
speech recognition and the input is handled by the function that is called Human Input 
(Aldebaran, 2017). This is then used to trigger so called Robot Output. The syntax for this 
is shown in Figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 5: The structure of QiChat. 

The human input is only a single word or a specific sentence. To handle multiple variants 
of the same input there is a functionality called Concepts. A Concept can include several 
interchangeable words or sentences. To exemplify, the Concept “hello” can include words 
like “hi” and “hey there”. Another important building block of the dialogs in QiChat is 
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called Subrules. Subrules are handled in a similar way as the normal human input 
described above, but they can only be triggered when the previous part of the conversation 
has been finished. These rules are indicated by a number u1:, u2:.. after the u: in the 
Human Input syntax, where the number indicates the depth of the Subrule. In this way, 
conversations can be scripted and both output and input have to be predefined as shown in 
Figure 6.  
 

 
Figure 6: Introduction written in QiChat with Subrule. 

Another functionality available in QiChat is called Proposals, which is used to have the 
robot initiating and leading the conversation. In this way Pepper gives the user a new 
proposal of activity after each part of the conversation is completed. By using Concepts, 
Subrules and Proposals, the dialog is structured and both the expected human input as well 
as corresponding robot output have been predefined. The following section describes the 
conversation and the dialog flow in detail.  
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6.3 Conversation flow 
The conversations are intended to flow in a way where Pepper is acting as the leader of the 
conversation. A simplified overview is presented in the Figure 7. The different modes such 
as the quiz, listen to music and story-mode are described later in more detail. 

 
Figure 7: The general flow of the entire conversation. 

The conversation is initiated by the user greeting Pepper and the conversation continues 
with the robot asking if this is the users first time interacting with “DJ Pepper”. If the users 
haven't interacted with Pepper before, the robot gives a short presentation of itself and then 
gives the first proposal to start the music quiz. All of the proposals from the robot are 
worded such that by responding yes, the user will get to experience all the different parts of 
the implementation. If the users respond no or doesn’t respond within 20 seconds, the next 
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proposal is given to keep up the conversation flow. Otherwise the music quiz is started as 
the first activity, which can be seen in the Figure 8 below.  
 
The music quiz consists of ten questions with a mix of both short answers such as yes or 
no, true or false and some answers that requires a sentence. To avoid misunderstanding, the 
robot repeats the user's answers if the user gives the incorrect answer. The answer is then 
explained if the user gives an incorrect answer or didn’t know it. Otherwise Pepper praises 
the user when the user gives the right answer.  
 

 
Figure 8: The general flow of the quiz.  

In the beginning of the quiz, the robot gives information about how to stop the quiz and 
adds more information during the conversation, such as how to ask about the quiz score 
and how to reply if the user doesn’t know the answer. The next proposal the users gets is to 
listen to music with Pepper, which is referred to the music mode. 
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The robot then displays names of suggested songs on the tablet. An overview of the 
conversation flow is shown below in Figure 9.     
 

 
Figure 9: The flow of the conversation when the user wants to listen to music. 

Since the system is only able to play songs that have been manually added, it is important 
to display the songs that are available and different artists can have several songs to choose 
between. Therefore, the prototype system is designed to detect and differentiate between 
songs and artist, and will ask the user to specify the preferred song or the artist if this 
information was not clarified. Pepper then continues to start playing the song, accompanied 
by a music video on the tablet. This is also combined with a dance. During this mode, the 
robot is able to listen for instructions to stop listening to music. This allow the user to be in 
control of how much of the song they want to hear. After the music mode is completed, 
Pepper asks if the user want to listen to a story, which is referred to as the story mode.   
 
The story mode is where the robot reads information about an artist from Wikipedia. The 
information has been edited to only include words and phrases that Pepper is able to 
fluently pronounce. First of all, instead of reading the entire page, Pepper first asks the user 
what specifically that they are interested to learn more about. The available sections to 
choose from is shown on the tablet to assist the user. When a section has been chosen, 
Pepper starts to read a few sentences and asks the user if they want to keep learning more 
about the selected topic. This is done to avoid forcing the user to keep listen to 
information. Saying no allows the user to select a different section and saying stop will end 
the story mode. When the story mode has ended, all the different modes have been 
presented to the user. Now the user gets to decide if they want to end the entire interaction 
or if they want to try something again. This is handled in the same way that Pepper handles 
users that have previously interacted with DJ Pepper.  
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The input is handled by Watson’s Natural Language Classifier in this context. All the 
topics are also shown on the tablet during the conversation which is visualized in the 
Figure 10.  

 
Figure 10: The web page that is shown on the tablet. 

The website displays a menu to show what sort of activities are available and the main 
content changes depending on what the conversation is about. The website is available in 
the same html-file. This makes the conversation flow better and is not slowed down by 
having to wait for the website to load.  
 
Throughout the different sections of the conversation, Pepper is programmed to have 
supportive behaviors. The following table shows examples of these supportive behaviors, 
which are based on the theory of Cutrona et al. (1990) and the study conducted by Leite et 
al. (2014, 5) in Table 2.  
 

Table 2 -  Supportive behaviors implemented in the Pepper 

Social support 
category 

Supportive 
behaviors 

Example of implementation in Pepper 

Information support Suggestion/advice “Need help? If you don’t know the answer 
you can say, I don’t know”, 
“Do you want me to tell you more about 
this?”, ”I can help you find a song” 

Esteem support Compliment 
Validation 
Relief of blame 

“Excellent, great job”, “I’m impressed” 
“Well done, you know you stuff” 
“Don't worry, I'll tell you then” 
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Emotional support Relationship 
  
  
Understanding 
  
Encouragement 
 
Tension reduction 

“I am really having a great time playing 
with you!”, “Nice to meet you”, ”Great 
choice. I love this quiz” “We can play…” 
”Yeah, I know this is hard question, let 
me tell you the answer” 
“You can do this”, “Maybe you have 
better luck in the next round” 
“Shall we start this quiz all over again?” 
“We can play again” 
“Well played, even though I asked tricky 
questions!” 

6.4 Watson’s Natural Language Classifier 
Watson’s Natural Language Classifier is based on Watson’s machine learning algorithms 
to categorize short texts into classes. These classes are defined by the user, before the 
system is being trained and can for example consist of different concepts or user intents. 
Texts have to be manually classified to one or more classes to train NLC and then new 
texts can be classified based on the training. NLC then provides the best matched class and 
a confidence level for every class that shows how certain the classification is. (Watson 
Developer Cloud, 2017). When NLC have a low confidence level, the prototype system is 
designed to ask again and make sure that Pepper understood the answer correctly rather 
than to make a bad guess.  
 
In this implementation NLC is used for differentiating between different intents of the user. 
These intents can be communicated with words that are very similar. To give an 
understanding of the type of similar wording that need to be separated, some examples are 
shown in Figure 11. For a full list of the training texts and classes, see Appendix. 
 

 
Figure 11: Example of NLC training texts and corresponding user intent.  

As can be seen in this figure above, the same words occur in the different sentences, which 
makes it harder for Pepper to differentiate between them. In both the first and second 
sentence the words “I want to hear” is followed by “music” and both sentences also 
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includes the artist. This illustrate how similar they are when interpreted by the Concepts in 
Pepper. However, thanks to the machine learning algorithms used in NLC, it can learn to 
understand the words differently based on the context and their placement within the 
sentence. To specify the all the specific rules that determine whether or not the sentence 
should be classified as “Play a song” is not practical and therefore NLC is used.  

7. Evaluation 
In this section the evaluations of how engaged the participant felt during the interaction 
and how they perceived the prototype system are evaluated. The evaluation was designed 
using questionnaires that are presented in the beginning of the section. Then there is a 
section about the procedure that was followed during the evaluation-sessions. The result 
from the evaluations are later on presented and is divided into four sections.  

7.1 Questionnaire used for the evaluation  
The prototype system was divided into a first version and a final version. The first version 
of prototype system was evaluated by using questionnaires, which be seen in Table 4. 
 

Table 4 Questionnaire for evaluating the first prototype system 

1) You want to play a music quiz; how would you ask him to do that? 
2) You want to listen to a song, how would you ask him to do that? 
3) Pepper can tell a story; how would you ask him to do that?   
4) You want to listen to Lush Life by Zara Larsson, how do you do? 
5) You want to learn more about Justin Timberlake, how do you do?   
6) Pepper can answer questions about the artist, how would you ask him to do that? 
7) You don't want to talk about music any more. How do you do? 

 
These questionnaires were designed to understand how the users expected the system to 
behave and how the user was interacting with the prototype system.  
 
When the final version of the system was completed, the study evaluated the perception 
and the engagement. To evaluate the perception and engagement, a measurement of the 
supportive behaviors implemented in the Pepper robot was done by using both 
questionnaires and open-ended interview. The open-ended questions were used mainly to 
complement the questionnaire analysis and to understand the children’s expectations and 
suggestions to improve the Pepper prototype system. These behaviors were examined 
through the following questionnaires divided into social oriented engagement questions 
and task oriented questions (Corrigan et al., 2015), and one part with open-ended 
questions. According to Corrigan et al. (2015) task oriented engagement mainly focusing 
on the user’s interest and concentration, while social oriented engagement focusses mainly 
on the social interaction. The questionnaires were scaled from (1) “not at all” to (5) “very 
much/extremely”.  
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All of the questions relating to these questionnaires are shown in the tables 5, 6 and 7 
below.  

Table 5 - Social oriented engagement questionnaires 

1) I would like to play another game with Pepper 
2) Pepper gives me good advice/was helpful 
3) Pepper was like a friend 
4) Pepper cared about whether I did well in the task 
5) Did you feel uncomfortable? 
6) Pepper was listening to what I had to say? 
7) Pepper understood what I was talking about? 
8) Did you understand Peppers expression? 
9) How engaged did you feel during the interaction? 
10) Pepper praises me when I’ve done something well?  

 
Table 6 - Task engagement questionnaires 

1) I enjoyed this quiz 
2) I enjoyed listening to music with Pepper 
3) I found the quiz challenging 
4) I found this quiz interesting 

 
Table 7 - Open-ended questions 

Theme Question Response-Type 

Perception of supportive 
behaviors 

“How did Pepper behave 
when you had problems 
during the quiz?” 
“How did Pepper behave 
when you played well?” 
“Did you understand the 
Peppers comments?” 
 “What was your overall 
thoughts? Did you like to 
interact with the robot?” 

Open 
  
 
Open 
  
Yes/no, Open 
  
Open 
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Benefits, disadvantages, 
suggestions 

“Name three things you 
liked the most and the 3 
things you liked the least in 
Pepper” 
“If Pepper could help you in 
other tasks, what would you 
chose?” 
“Do you have any 
suggestions to improve 
Pepper?” 

Open 
  
  
  
Open 
  
  
Open 

 

7.2 Procedure  
The evaluation-session followed a scheduled timeline, where each participant tested the 
implementation separately. Before the interaction began, the participant was introduced to 
Pepper, its abilities and a discussion was held about expectations and thoughts for 5 
minutes. Each interaction lasted approximately between 10-15 minutes and ended with a 
discussion and filling out questionnaires, which took another 10-15 minutes. During this 
discussion the open-ended questions were used to allow the participants to specify their 
reasoning. 

7.3 Results of the evaluation from first version of the prototype system 
The first evaluation of study was conducted by five participants. The participants were 
IBM employees with previous experience with the humanoid robot Pepper, and were aged 
between 18-20 years. All the participants were able to speak and understand English 
without any major issues. This was an important issue, since Swedish was not available in 
Pepper’s speech-to-text functionality. 
 
The result from this evaluation showed that the user felt that Pepper was not listening 
carefully and asked the users to repeat themselves or made a wrong decision based on the 
user's input. The information provided on the tablet was also mentioned to be too small and 
the users had problems to come up with questions or suggestions of things to do. To show 
options on the tablet was not enough for a first time users to know what to say in every 
situation. Most of the users did not realize that they could say that they did not know the 
answer to a question and felt forced to guess even when they did not want to. Another 
aspect that the participants highlighted was that the quiz was very interesting, but the topic 
was not the most interesting. Instead the participants wanted to have a variety of artists and 
not only choose a predefined one. The participants also pronounced the words differently, 
which made Pepper often mixed up different inputs. One of the questions asked for an age 
and many guessed “four” which often was interpreted as “score”. Similar confusion was 
caused by some names of songs that the user could request to be played. Lastly the users 
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highlighted that Pepper talked for a too long time and users often forgot some of the things 
the robot said when instructions were given. Users also reported that the speed at which the 
robot talk increased this problem and that it was frustrating when to have to wait for 
Pepper to finish when they already knew what they wanted to say.  

7.4 Results of the evaluation from social oriented engagement in the final 
version of the prototype system 
The final evaluation of the prototype-system was conducted with nine participants totally, 
whereof eight participants were IBM employees with some experience about the humanoid 
robot Pepper and one of them was a child from Ronald McDonald House. These 
participants were aged between 12-20 years and some of them had participated in the first 
evaluation.  
 
During the measurement of the social oriented engagement, the participants highlighted 
different aspect of engagement in the comment field in the questionnaires. The unique 
comments for each question are then summarized in several tables. The overall thoughts 
that the participant shared was that it was fun and the dialog felt interactive. The 
participants also mentioned that it felt like Pepper understood the them most of the time. 
This is shown in the following table 8.  
 

Table 8 - Quotes from the overall thoughts  

       Overall     
        comments 

      Quote from the respondent 

  “It was fun and Pepper was really fast in answering and understood almost 
everything” 
“Yes it was fun and interesting” 
“It is a bit strange, but I really enjoyed it compared to last time” 
“Fun, very easy to interact with” 
“Fun and interactive” 
“Yes, it was fun” 
“It was very fun and you feel happy, but sometimes you don’t understand 
each other” 

 “It was very fun and Pepper was cute and entertaining” 

The participants had different opinions whether they perceived Pepper as a friend or not. 
Some thought Pepper was like a friend since the robot gave compliments, let the user 
choose, and was humorous. Others said that Pepper felt like a teacher which can be seen in 
table 9. 

Table 9 -  Quotes from if Pepper felt like a friend 

       Pepper was like 
a friend 

      Quote from the respondent 
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  “He felt almost like a teacher” 
“He is very friendly” 
“Very friendly, but not a human” 
“He gave me compliments, he let me decide, he asked questions if   
 he didn’t understand” 
“Friendly comments and he asked the questions very friendly. For    
 example, would you be so kind and help me with the tablet” 
“He gave a lot of choices and let me choose. And was very   
 interactive. He felt like a teacher” 
“He was friendly, humorous, and gave compliments”  

   “Yes of course, also asked him if we were friends” 

 
Six participants perceived Pepper as considerate since it gave comments, praised and had a 
positive attitude, which can be seen in table 10. 
 

Table 10 - Quotes from if Pepper felt considerate 

  Pepper was   
considerate 

      Quote from the respondent 

  “He had a positive attitude, but nothing special I noticed.” 
“Yes, he was interested and wanted me to succeed” 
“Yes, encouraging comments and he was happy” 
“He felt like a robot” 
“Yes, nice comments” 
“Yes, he praised me” 
“Yes, gave compliments, asked me what I wanted to do, the ability to choose,    
 gave me help on the way” 

  “Yes extremely likely” 

 
Furthermore, none of the participants felt uncomfortable during the conversation which is 
summarized in table 11. 
 

Table 11 - Quotes from if the user felt uncomfortable interacting with Pepper 

     I felt  
     uncomfortable 

       Quote from the respondent 
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     “Pepper was so short, I felt like a giant. But it was not scary. I was   
  not either effected that I was surrounded by people” 
“No, he is friendly” 
“There are some challenges in the communications, as there is when  
  you talk to a baby or a dog. But it was not creepy and I didn’t feel  
  uncomfortable with or without people around.” 
“Not at all” 
“No, he was cute and friendly, explained well on the questions”  

Most of the participants wanted to play another game with the robot since they felt that it 
was interesting, fun, easy, interactive and the robot felt considerate which can be seen in 
table 12. 

 Table 12 - Quotes from if the user wanted to play another game 

  Want to play     
    another game 

       Quote from the respondent 

  “Very interesting to talk to the robot, it felt very human-like. 
“Yes, it is very funny and feels like it was futuristic” 
“Pepper could be more interesting if he was going to do more surprising 
things” 
“Easy and fun to do” 
“Yes, I loved the music videos” 
“Yes because it gave me feedback, the way he talked was funny and 
interactive” 
“Extremely likely” 
“Yes I would love to; it was very fun” 

 
Regarding if the participant perceived Pepper as helpful, the users had different opinions. 
Some thought Pepper was helpful since he gave suggestions and asked to repeat answers. 
Others were neutral or didn’t feel anything special which can be seen in table 13. 
 

 Table 13 - Quotes from if Pepper felt helpful 

       Pepper was 
helpful     

      Quote from the respondent 

  “It was very knowable. It asked me to say things again if he didn’t 
understand” 
“He was very helpful” 
“He answers all the questions” 
“Told me to repeat, if it didn’t understood” 
“Guided me and always gave me some suggestions” 
“Yes he gave me suggestions” 
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“He suggested new things and guided me through” 
“More fun and entertaining than helpful” 
“Yes, all the time”  

Most of the participants felt like Pepper was listening, which was important in evoking 
engagement in users. This is listed in the table 14. 
 

Table 14 - Quotes from if Pepper felt like listening  

  Pepper was 
listening 

      Quote from the respondent 

  “It felt like the robot was very observant and aware” 
“Yes, and it even repeated what you had said to confirm” 
“Yeah a great deal except that you are not able to interrupt Pepper” 
“Yes, a moderate amount” 
“Listened to everything I said and answered based on what I had said” 
“Yes listened to everything except the last questions” 
 “Yes, expect that he thought song Uptown Funk was stop” 
“It knew my name, but the response was not always accurate” 
“Yes a great deal”  

  
The users felt that Pepper understood them most of the time and felt the answers the robot 
gave was accurate. However, some of the users also felt that Pepper did not understand 
everything which is shown in table 15.  
 

 Table 15 - Quotes from if the user felt that Pepper understood 

      Pepper    
    understood 

      Quote from the respondent 

  “It almost understood everything and kept to the subject” 
“He didn’t understand everything, for example the difference between 
Bruno Mars or Bieber” 
“The answers I got felt unique and varied and not so robotic” 
“He just responded” 
“Pepper understood more or less directly and didn’t have to ask again” 
“Yeah the answers he gave was accurate” 
“Yeah but it heard wrong once” 
“Yes for the most time”  

 
Additionally, the participants felt that Pepper expressions was understandable and some of 
them noticed some hand gestures, while most of them did not observe any specific 
expressions which is shown in table 16. 
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Table 16 - Quotes from if Peppers expressions was understood well 

     Understood  
     Peppers     

    expression 

     Quote from the respondent 

  “Pepper felt very human-like, especially when it didn’t understand”  
“It felt that Pepper was listening as it looked and focused with its big 
eyes”  
“Yes, but the expression could be almost too much. I saw some hand 
gesture” 
“A bit stiff” 
“Yes, he was using hand gesture a lot and was thrilled when he have 
compliments” 
“Yes, I didn’t remember any specific expressions” 
“Yes, but I didn’t remember any specific expressions” 
“Little too much expressions. But it was very good otherwise and natural” 
“Yes, I didn’t remember any specific expressions” 

 “Yes, but the eyes made me confused if he was listening or not”  

 
The participants also highlighted that they felt that Pepper was praising them during the 
interaction, which can be shown in table 17.  

Table 17 - Quotes from if Pepper felt like praising 

      Pepper praises         Quote from the respondent 

  “Yeah he said I did a great job” 
“He was very helpful” 
“Pepper said Wow you guessed it” 
“Yeah every time I made a correct response” 
A moderate amount 
“A great deal” 

Lastly the users expressed that they felt engaged during the interaction and were pleased, 
which is shown in table 18.  
 

Table 18 - Quotes from if user felt engaged during the interaction  

      User felt  
       engaged during   
       the interaction 

     Quote from the respondent 
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  “Yes, it felt it was very important to keep focused on Pepper and therefore I 
felt very engaged” 
“I was really engaged, he encouraged me to continue” 
“Felt moderately engaged because you couldn’t interrupt when Pepper was 
talking” 
“It was a fun game, and it felt a bit real” 
“Extremely engaged” 

 “Yeah really, it was hard to not focus and not looking at him. 

 
To summarize the supportive behaviors from the table 8 - 18, a new table 19 is presented to 
visualize an overview of the social oriented engagement factors. The factors are 
categorized between low (L), medium (M) and high (H) where high means the factor was 
important in the engagement and low was characterized as not important or a minimal 
amount. Medium was characterized as a moderate amount.  
 

Table 19 - Overview of the social oriented engagement factors  

  Play 
anoth
er 
game 

Frie
nd 

Consider
ate 

Uncom
fortable 

Helpful Listen
ing 

Underst
and 

Expressi
ons 

Prai
ses 

Engag
ed 

Respond
ent 1 

H M M L H H H H H H 

Respond
ent 2 

H H H L H H M H H H 

Respond
ent 3 

L M H L H H H H H M 

Respond
ent 4 

M H L L L M L M M H 

Respond
ent 5 

H H H L H H H H H H 

Respond
ent 6 

H H H L H H M H H H 

Respond
ent 7 

H H H L H M H H H H 
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Respond
ent 8 

H H L L L H M H H H 
 

Respond
ent 9 

H H H L H H H H H H 

  7 H 
1 M 
1 L 

7 H 
2 M 

6 H 
1 M 
2 L 

9 L 7 H 
2 L 

7 H 
2 M 

5 H 
3 M 
1 L 

8 H 
1 M 

8 H 
1 M 

8 H 
1 M 

7.5 Evaluation of the task-oriented engagement  
During the measurement of the task-oriented engagement, the questions aims to highlight 
different aspects of engagement compared to the social engagement. The participants 
enjoyed the quiz which is shown in the following table 20.    
 

Table 20 - Quotes from if user enjoyed the quiz 

       Enjoyed the quiz       Quote from the respondent 

  “Very pleased and it was a great mix of questions” 
“Yeah, you learn very quickly through Pepper and it is very easy way of 
learning” 
“It worked like I thought. It was like an interactive program” 
“Yeah I liked the questions and they were well formulated” 
“Yes, it was great and fun” 

Regarding if the user enjoyed listening to music with Pepper, the participants mentioned 
they liked the fact that Pepper was dancing to the rhythm and felt amused. This is shown in 
table 21 below.  
 

Table 21 - Quotes from if the user enjoyed listening to music with Pepper 

        Enjoyed         
listening to    
  music with 

Pepper 

      Quote from the respondent 

  “Yes it was very fun and interactive with Pepper dancing” 
“Yeah it was fun” 
“Yeah I liked his dance, it was fun and pretty” 
“It was fun he moved in an interesting way” 
“The dance made it feel like it was more alive” 
“Yeah I really love the moves” 
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“I liked the interaction with the music video and the tablet” 
“Yeah it was so much fun” 

When the participants were asked to describe if the quiz felt interesting, they expressed that 
the quiz was not the most interesting quiz, but fun. This can be seen in the table 22.  
 

 Table 22 - Quotes from if the quiz was interesting 

  The quiz was 
interesting 

      Quote from the respondent 

  “Music quiz was funny, but was more fun with a robot” 
“Yes, I knew most of the questions” 
“Maybe not the most interesting facts, but it was easy-going and fun” 
“He was quite interactive” 
“Great questions and Pepper felt very engaged” 
“Yeah it was a bit challenging” 
“Great questions” 

  
Lastly the users thought the quiz was moderately challenging, which can be seen in table 
23. 

 Table 23 - Quotes from if user thought the quiz was challenging  

  The quiz was 
challenging 

     Quote from the respondent 

  “I knew everything except one question” 
“No not really, quite easy except some questions” 
“Yeah I didn’t know all the questions” 
“It was medium hard questions” 
“Good variation of easy and hard questions” 
“Great level” 
“It was a lot of questions about names. Nice with the pictures and it was 
challenging to guess the music sounds” 

7.6 Summarization charts of the responses 
To create an overview of the engagement level, the average engagement per questions and 
respondents are shown in the Figure 12 and Figure 13. Here the questions that were 
directly related to engagement were used in graphs. The scale used is a numeric translation 
of the options available in the questionnaires, where the value four corresponds to 
extremely likely and a great deal and zero corresponds to not at all likely on the low end. 
The values from question Q5 “Did you feel uncomfortable?” were also inverted, since not 
feeling uncomfortable at all is a positive outcome. 
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In the first graph (Figure 12), the average response to the different questions are shown 
with the questions number being indicated by the Q# for each question and the questions 
are shown in the list below.  
 

2) I would like to play another game with the robot. 
3) I feel the robot was like a friend 
4) I felt the robot cared about whether I did well in the task (considerate) 
5) Did you feel uncomfortable? 
6) I found the robot helpful 
7) I felt that the robot understood what I was talking about? 
11) How engaged did you feel during the interaction?  
 

 
Figure 12: The average response to the different questions. 

The graph shows that all questions related to engagement received positive responses on 
average. Question number 8, “I felt that the robot understood what I was talking about” is 
the one with the lowest score. In Figure 13 below the average engagement for each 
respondent is shown for respondent indicated with R1, one and so on.  
 

 
Figure 13:  Average engagement for each respondent.  
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The graph shows that the overall engagement for the respondents were high, with some 
varieties. Respondent number four is reporting an overall low engagement while especially 
respondent number five reported feeling very engaged.  

8. Discussion 

8.1 Requirements gathered from users 
The requirement gathering showed that Sterning (2017) and the children were interested in 
how the robot could help the children to feel less lonely. As shown by Robinson et al. 
(2013), this is a suitable task for a robot. Robinson et al. (2013) do however mention that 
some of the reduced loneliness could be attributed to the fact that the robot functions as an 
icebreaker. The icebreaker could make children start talking to each other and thus the 
robot could help the children to establish a relationship. This is something that Cabibihan 
et al. (2013) also showed that the robot can help children to become friends and something 
that Sterning also asked for.  
 
Verner, Polishuk & Krayner (2016) mentions that an informal setting is better for creating 
a more positive perception of the robot. There are however still challenges that need to be 
considered, such as that the robot requires a quiet surrounding to be able to hear what is 
being said. This unfortunately eliminates for example the common room as a potential area 
where the robot could otherwise be placed. Another challenge is that Pepper is designed to 
interact with one person at a time and thus having several children interacting 
simultaneously is not practical. Because of this, the prototype does not include more than 
one person in the interaction. This highlights an aspects of the technology that can be 
improved.  
 
Another suggestion that Sterning mentioned was to use the robot as a teacher, something 
that Beran et al. (2016) also points out as a potential role for the children. The children 
however have access to attend school at the hospital, but sometimes tries to keep away 
from it with the excuse of having no energy to leave the house. But by both making the 
learning phase more fun and by having the education available at the house, the children 
could potentially learn more. Furthermore, the quiz was perceived as interesting and fun, 
which highlights the point made by Beran et al. (2016) that using robots could make the 
learning phase more amusing. The robot was also described by the children as fun to 
interact with and could therefore provide a more attractive and playful interface that 
encourages the children to search for information. Kiesler & Goetz (2002) on the other 
hand, describes that a playful and fun robot can sometimes distracts the children from the 
learning. Therefore, it is important to highlight and differentiate which mode or role the 
robot is in. By having a more formal language when it is in the teacher role, the children 
could further emphasize the difference and make sure that the learning outcome is the main 
focus. Verner, Polishuk & Krayner (2016) also brings up the point that being likeable is not 
necessary for a teaching robot, while this aspect is central for a companion robot. Thus, it 
might be necessary to focus on one role, since these roles will in some regard have to be 
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developed distinct from each other and could take a lot of time. Such a robot would most 
likely behave differently and feel like a separate robot in some ways, but considering the 
need to separate the roles, this could actually be an advantage.  
 
Besides the roles of being a friend or as a teacher, there are several other potential roles or 
tasks that Pepper could fill. One such area that was explored during this project but was not 
fully implemented, was to activate the children physically. Sterning (2017) expressed great 
interest in this, but there were still challenges that had to be considered. A new topic could 
be a part of the music mode or be placed in another mode. If too much was included in one 
mode, Pepper would more easily be confused and the user as well if something unrelated 
were unintentionally activated. If the added topic were placed in another mode, it could be 
hard for a user to know that certain activity only can be asked for when the correct mode 
has been activated. This problem is not only related to this specific activity, but applies to 
every instance of expanding the functionality and creating a broad application. While 
Pitsch et al. (2009) points out that it is important for a robot to be both flexible and 
adaptable, this shows that it is challenging to practically implement. A better speech 
recognition would be very beneficial and also an increased ability to understand the context 
of an instruction or question. With improvements like these, the effectiveness and potential 
of autonomous social robots could be greatly increased.  
 
Another potential use for Pepper according to Sterning (2017) would be to provide 
information to the families living at Ronald McDonald House. This was explored in the 
early stages of the development, but was not fully implemented due to time constraints and 
design constraints. One of the aspect that need to be taken into account if such 
functionality is pursued is that making the information available through another interface 
might make it more accessible. The robot can be seen as an alternative interface to access 
information but it is important to weigh pros and cons compared to other interfaces. The 
main challenge is to get the users to understand what they can ask the robot about and not. 
Since the robot cannot know everything, the user must be informed in some way what they 
can ask the robot. As discussed above, the tablet on Pepper can effectively be used for this 
purpose, but if the categories are structured and available on the tablet, maybe the robot is 
not even needed. In this situation it, is important to remember the risk described by 
Kennedy, Baxter & Belpaeme (2015), that using tablets can cause the user to be distracted 
from the social behaviors of the robot. Also, having to navigate menus to access the correct 
subcategory and then select the answer you are looking for is not practical to do through an 
interaction with a robot. But there are some situations where a robot might still be a good 
way to go, such as when the information is not actively sought. This type of information 
could be activities to do in Uppsala while staying at the Ronald McDonald House. Sterning 
(2017) described that although some families activate them self and their child, other 
families does not and this is unfortunate for those children. Therefore, could this kind of 
information be suitable to provide to the families either through the robot or the managers. 
 
Another type of information that could be made available through the robot is the rules of 
the house. However, it could be easier and more practical for them to access this type of 
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information though a more familiar interface. On the other hand, these questions are asked 
quite often and if the robot system can handle them, it can be perceived to be more 
intelligent. This is something that Corrigan et al. (2015) mentions that a robot need to be 
perceived as socially intelligent to create an engagement and therefore it might be a 
suitable to integrate this into the system.  
 
Sterning (2017) also brought up their need for a robot to handle different languages. All the 
information described above could be made available in several languages which would 
help the staff at Ronald McDonald House. As Sterning (2017) described they sometimes 
have a hard time to communicate all the rules and other valuable information to families 
that does not speak Swedish or English. Currently neither Pepper nor Watson is able to 
handle all languages required to provide this service and this is an area where the 
technology of the platforms really would benefit from improvement. The fact that the robot 
is not able to understand or speak Swedish greatly limits the benefit it could provide at 
Ronald McDonald House. Many of the children is not able to speak English and therefore 
they cannot currently interact with the robot. If it could handle Swedish, the value of 
having the robot provide different sort of information would greatly increase because then 
it could provide an interface for those children not yet old enough to read.  

8.2 Implementation  
For the implementation, it was important to consider the ideas presented in the chapter 2. 
Background. Hoffmann & Krämer (2013) emphasized that it is important to take advantage 
of the embodiment available in the robot, since if the embodiment does not add value it is 
easier and cheaper to not use a robot. With this in mind it is interesting to look closer at 
whether or not the different ways the embodiment was utilized gave an effect. Pepper 
nodded to emphasize affirmative responses and moved its hands during conversation to 
indicate engagement. The tablet was as mentioned used to display both videos, images and 
a website with information about what the users could say. In addition to this, the body was 
also used to allow Pepper to dance. All of these things need to be examined to see if they 
add value. Otherwise, the same prototype could and should be implemented without a 
physical robot according to Bartneck (2002).  
 
One of the main challenges during this project was the availability of the robot. Since there 
are functions that are only available in the physical robot and some of the evaluation and 
user testing were almost entirely bound to the physical robot. As shown by the evaluation 
of the first prototype, the feedback and insight into how the interaction was working is 
essential for these types of systems. Since robots are not yet able to interact in the same 
way that humans do, there is a lot of uncertainty regarding how a robotic interface should 
be handled. For these reasons, a User Centered Design approach becomes even more 
important compared to designing a more traditional computer interfaces.  
 
QiChat is an easy way to quickly develop a part of dialog, but there are also several aspects 
that could be improved. The value of Concepts in QiChat is that they do make it easier 
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creating relatively short dialog that have some repetition of words of phrases. However, 
when a dialog grows larger the nuances of real conversations make the Concepts 
insufficient. Words that in some situations are synonymous and therefore should be 
included in a Concept can in other situations contradict each other, which could cause 
confusion. This shows that there is not a linear increase in the amount of effort needed to 
develop a more complex robotic system, which is important to keep in mind.  
 
A design choice that was very important and that affected many different aspects of the 
prototype was that Pepper should not talk for too long time. This is not how a socially 
intelligent agent acts and from the very start it was clear that the user became frustrated 
quickly when Pepper kept doing something while a user wanted to do something else. This 
will, as Corrigan et al. (2015) describe it, decrease the user’s engagement if the user’s 
perception of the robot is that the robot is not socially intelligent. In line with this design 
choice, the dance can be stopped at any time. Also when a lot of information needs to be 
presented to the user, the tablet is used as a complement so that Pepper does not need to 
speak for a too long time. Another important design consideration is that Pepper lets the 
user know when it doesn’t understand. For the part that uses NLC, the confidence of 
Watson is used to determine if Pepper should trust that it understood correctly or ask the 
user to repeat themselves. When the speech recognition makes a mistake, this can cause 
confusion for the user. One thing that adds to this problem is the way that the dialog has to 
be structured. By using the Subrules available in QiChat the situations when Pepper hear 
something else and goes to the wrong part of the dialog can be minimized. However, this 
also means that when the dialog is within a Subrule, only those inputs are accepted by the 
robot and a user that did not intend to end up within that Subrule does not know how to get 
back to what they wanted to do. For this reason, it is also important to always let the user 
know, not only when Pepper does not understand, but also what it hears when it thinks it 
does understand. These challenges of how to handle incorrect speech recognition is 
something that is highlighted by developing the system to be autonomous, compared to 
using Wizard of Oz. 
 
The challenges described above such as limitations with Concepts, unsuccessful speech 
recognition and necessary but limiting Subrules in the conversation are all related. They 
are all important to address in a robotic system and artificial intelligence can be a potential 
solution. Watson’s NLC is used in the prototype to tackle some of these challenges, since it 
can classify language in a more nuanced way. It allows the robot to handle user input in a 
way that Concepts alone is not able to do. For a larger type of robotic application these sort 
of functionality is even more necessary. There are also additional Watson functionalities 
provided in Bluemix that could be used, such as Watson’s Speech Recognition. There are 
however some technical challenges that make such implementations difficult. For most of 
the Watson functionality, a lot of data and manual training is needed to provide a useful 
service. 
 
One way to develop it without more artificial intelligence would be to simply add more 
topics in addition to the music theme and create similar quizzes and conversations for 
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those. On top of that there would have to be some sort of interaction that only handles 
switching between the topics, thus letting the topics be small enough to be manageable. 
This might be the best way to move forward due to the fact that even though there is a lot 
of potential with artificial intelligence, it also requires a lot of time and data to train it. The 
prototype shows that within a relatively small context a robot system can function and 
create engagement. In the following sections this engagement and the different factors that 
contribute towards that engagement are discussed further.  

8.3 Evaluation 
To perform the evaluation there are a lot of different components that need to come 
together. The children must be available, and they need to be able to speak English to be 
able to test the prototype. Therefore, the time to perform the evaluation was critical factor 
in the study. This is important to keep in mind when doing similar studies.  
 
To understand how engaged the users felt during the entire interaction and what 
specifically impacted their engagement, each question of the questionnaire is examined in 
detail. According to Pitsch et al. (2009) the term engagement is divided into three stages, 
where the first step is the intention to engage. In this case the user initiated the 
conversation by greeting the robot. When the conversation later on continued, the 
conversation flow was adaptive to meet the intention of the user interacting with Pepper. 
The adaptiveness was achieved by Pepper asking if the user had met Pepper before or not. 
If the user had met Pepper earlier, they could directly suggest things to do. Otherwise, the 
robot informed them about different topics. This can also be interpreted as a way of re-
engaging, since it gives the users a choice and adapts to their interest.   
 
During the measurement of the social oriented engagement, the participants highlighted 
different aspects. One of these questions were if they felt uncomfortable interacting with 
Pepper. The result showed that no one had any larger issues interacting with Pepper. One 
of the participants highlighted though that Pepper felt short compared to the user’s length. 
This shows that the height of the robot might affect which use case that is most suitable. 
However, since the robot is a similar height to the children of appropriate age this could be 
seen as a strength in this scenario. The participants were also asked whether or not Pepper 
felt like a friend. The evaluation showed that most of the users perceived Pepper as a 
friend, since the robot gave compliments, were friendly, humorous and let the user choose. 
The robot being perceived as humorous can be interpreted as a way of being personal and 
adaptive, which Corrigan et al. (2016) highlights as important. One of the users even asked 
Pepper if they had become friends. This can be coupled to the supportive behaviors 
implemented were Pepper for instance said “Nice to meet you” and gave compliments for 
their choices and answers. Furthermore, three of the users perceived Pepper moderately as 
a friend, and responded that Pepper was “Very friendly, but not a human” and “He felt 
almost like a teacher”. The first response can be seen as the user being aware of the 
friendliness and politeness that Pepper indicates during the conversation, but as Heerink et 
al. (2008) describes the acceptance factor is important when designing a companion robot. 
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This is dependent on perceiving the robot being social intelligent through smile, 
remembering the names, varied the pitch of the voice, showing more facial expressions in 
general and apologizing for making mistakes for example. In this case the focus has been 
in remembering the names and varied the pitch of the voice since smile and facial 
expressions are limited functionality in Pepper. It is however interesting that two students 
felt that the robot was like a teacher. This indicates that the difference between a 
companion robot and a teaching robot are not huge. It also shows that Pepper can be seen 
as learning companion according to Shin & Kim (2007) since it is perceived as social 
agent. It is important to remember the point by Verner, Polishuk & Krayner (2016) that say 
that traits important for a companion are not the same as for a teacher, such as if it is 
perceived as friendly. Even though the same robot could be perceived as both a teacher and 
a robot, the roles still dictates different priorities for the robot design.  
 
Most of the users also highlighted that they perceived Pepper being considerate since it 
was encouraging and giving compliments during the interaction. This can be exemplified 
by one of the participant mentioning Pepper giving support and was encouraging. 
Something that they didn’t mentioned was the “relief of blame” which refers to the 
supportive behavior where the robot say that it is okay to make mistakes during the quiz. 
This means that this specific type of supportive behavior was not perceived as clear as the 
other functionalities.  Furthermore, five out of nine gave an inaccurate answer on the 
questions if they perceived Pepper as considerate, while the remaining three didn’t answer 
or understood the question. These users responded that “Pepper had a positive attitude, but 
nothing special” and that it “It felt like a robot”, which can be interpreted that the trait 
being considerate was not clear to all of the users. This is also reflected in the grade given 
where two participants gave a low rate. One of the user perceived Pepper as a robot, which 
could indicate that the user interpreted the consideration as a trait and not as a behavior.  
 
Another behavior that the user mentioned were that they perceived Pepper as helpful. The 
questionnaires showed that Pepper was perceived as helpful since it gave suggestions of 
things to do, guided the user through the conversation and asked the user to repeat the 
answer if it didn’t understand. This shows that helpfulness was comprehended as Pepper 
giving advices but also keeping track of the conversation, which was a part of the 
implementation where Pepper intended to be the lead of the conversation. There were also 
two participants that didn’t notice anything special, which reflects that these 
implementations were not interpreted as any specific support.  
  
Furthermore, most of the participants felt like the robot was listening since it confirmed by 
repeating the user’s response. This was important in evoking engagement in the users. Here 
the users gave high grades on this particular questions. However, some of the participants 
mentioned that Pepper did not catch everything and specifically the last question in the 
quiz. One of the participants also mentioned that it felt like Pepper was listening except 
that they were not able to interrupt Pepper when it was talking. This is an accurate 
observation and a limitation in Peppers functionality, which make the timely response 
between the interactants harder. This is something that Corrigan et al. 2016 mentions. 
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Challenges of this type are highlighted by the fact that the prototype is autonomous. 
Alternatively, this might be something for robot designers to keep in mind and to develop 
the technology so that the robot is still able to listen while talking.   
 
Most of the users felt that Pepper understood their expressions, while four of them didn't 
notice anything special or just a bit. The users answered that Pepper had varying responses 
and they understood almost everything except a particular question where Pepper made an 
incorrect action. This suggest that the user’s perception of understanding is quite sensitive 
and could be coupled to the user’s perception of Pepper listening. One of the users 
mentioned that the answers felt unique and varied, which indicated that Pepper understood. 
This point is in agreement what Hall et al. (2014) claims, that the varying responses can 
affect the perception of the robot. One user felt that Pepper was listening and 
understanding a moderate amount while others felt that Pepper was listening but didn't 
understand everything. This can be coupled to the design choice of the conversation, where 
Watson’s NLC was not used throughout the entire conversation. When the NLC 
functionality is used, the user's expression are sent through an API request to the Bluemix 
platform. This creates a time delay, which creates a design challenge where the flow of the 
conversation needs to be weighed against how well the user’s input is understood. In some 
cases, it might be more efficient to use concepts in QiChat.  
 
Additionally, one of the users said that Pepper “just responded”, which means that the user 
was not fully satisfied with how Pepper responded in the dialog. This can be referred to 
Corrigan et al. (2015), that the user does not accept the robot as an intelligent robot and 
didn’t reflect on the way the robot responded. Social intelligence is though complex to 
implement according to Heerink et al (2008) that suggests nodding and staring at 
participants. The expressions were however not as important as answering or doing the 
right action, since a lot of the users didn’t notice any specific expressions. This suggest that 
the body expressions are not a strong communication channel compared to the voice. 
Alternatively, the result simply shows that when body language is used in a sufficiently 
natural way, users mostly disregard it and take it for granted. One of the students also 
mentioned that Peppers eyes made it confused due to the changing eye color which is 
based on if Pepper is listening, thinking or not responding. Since Pepper is sensitive to 
noises, the eye-color can sometimes be misleading which this situation highlights. Hand 
gestures were most significant compared to gazing that Hall et al. (2014) suggest to be 
most important in creating engagement. It is however hard to tell which of the expressions 
that were most significant since most of the user understood them and didn’t have any 
larger issues.  
  
All the users except one also understood and felt that Pepper was praising them. This 
means that the praising part was clear and user perceived Peppers comments as intended. 
Overall all the users were highly engaged. Two persons indicated enjoyment as a factor, 
attributed to the fact that they felt Pepper was encouraging them to continue and it was a 
fun said another person. Others said it was hard to not focus on Pepper, which can be 
coupled to concentration according to Corrigan et al. (2016) since concentration means that 
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the user is paying attention. Others commented that “it felt a bit real”, which means that the 
user felt that the conversation felt realistic and natural. It can also be interpreted in the way 
that Pepper was perceived being social intelligent, which is an important factor to create 
engagement. Furthermore, one of the participant felt moderately engaged and felt that 
Pepper was not interruptible. This corresponds with the claim by Corrigan et al. (2016), 
that too much interaction from the robot could impact the motivation and engagement 
negatively. The participant also highlighted that they were highly motivated to play another 
game, since Pepper gave feedback, was funny, felt human-like and the interaction overall 
was easy and fun. This can be tied to enjoyment since enjoyment is characterized as a 
positive emotion according to Heerink et al (2008) and for example could the term, fun 
funny, feedback be coupled with positive emotions.  
 
The evaluation of the task-oriented engagement showed that the participants enjoyed the 
quiz since the quiz had a great mix of questions, the questions were interesting and well 
formulated. One of the participants also mentioned “It worked like I thought, it was like an 
interactive program”. This could mean that participant didn’t enjoy the quiz particularly, 
but also that the enjoyment was affected by its expectations and incuriosity. This is 
reflected on the overall answer where the participant had a lower interest and level of 
engagement compared to the others. Corrigan et al. (2015) arguments that the engagement 
is affected by the curiosity and interest. This indicates that it is valuable to look closer at 
the specific task chosen for the robot. Since different people will find task varyingly 
interesting, the focus could be directed towards picking a suitable task. A similar point was 
made by Corrigan et al. (2015) that reasoned that they might not have gotten representative 
results because of their chosen task was too easy. 
  
Furthermore, the users enjoyed listening to music with Pepper and highlighted that is was 
fun and interactive with the dance moves and songs. Comparing the questions regarding if 
the users enjoyed the quiz or listening to music, the interactants enjoyed listening to music 
more. This was shown by the fact that several of the participants pointed out fun as an 
important factor, which can be directly coupled with enjoyment. The fact that the 
participants didn’t enjoy the quiz as much as the overall conversation is also accurate 
according to the theory, since the quiz was task-oriented engagement and the most 
important part was the attention and staying focus on the topic to succeed in the game.  
 
Most of the students felt that the quiz was interesting and challenging, but not too hard. 
Others said it was easy and that they knew most of the questions. According to Corrigan et 
al. (2015) the more challenging tasks increases the flow of the conversation and the 
motivation of the interaction. One of the participant found the quiz interesting because they 
knew most of the questions and felt good about that. This shows that the challenge must be 
neither too hard nor too easy to create enjoyment and engagement. Another participant said 
that “Yeah, you learn very quickly through Pepper and it is very easy way of learning”. 
This directly supports Beran et al. (2016) who said that a robot might be a good alternative 
to human teacher. The basis for this would be that they are more fun and therefore can 
create an interest in the learning. Some of the users thought English as a language was 
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challenging and others thought the facts were harder. This means that appropriately 
challenging tasks are hard to design, if you don’t give the user the possibility to choose 
difficulty level. 
 
The graphs visualized that all the questions related to engagement received positive 
responses on average and that none of them were below medium score. Question number 
eight which asked if the users felt that Pepper understood the them, got the least positive 
score. While question number five “I felt uncomfortable talking to Pepper” received the 
highest score, since the user did not feel uncomfortable interacting with Pepper. This 
means that that they felt that Pepper didn’t understood everything correctly, but it is also 
interesting that specifically one question in the quiz brought down the overall impression 
of Pepper understanding or not. This shows how fragile the faith in Pepper’s ability to 
understand or not is, and the illusion of talking to a social agent or a machine. Corrigan et 
al. (2015) also emphasis this point and mentions that it is important for a robot to behave 
reliable and efficient to maintain engagement. This thesis illustrated that hearing wrong 
once or not hearing at all is acceptable, but if it happens several times at the same time the 
user loses their patience. Here there is an important balance between the robot guessing 
what it heard or asking the question in another way or a new question to clarify.  
 
Overall, the study showed that the participants perceived the application as fun, easy and 
entertaining. The participants mentioned that they were highly engaged and wanted to play 
another game. Engagement can according to Heerink et al (2008) be coupled with 
enjoyment and is important in creating engagement. This was however not a specific 
supportive behavior that was implemented in the prototype, but could be seen as a result of 
that the participants enjoyed listening to music or a combination of different supportive 
behavior that affected the enjoyment. Moreover, Pepper is designed to be used as an 
entertaining robot according to Softbank Robotics (2016a), which means that the design of 
the robot and the interface could also have affected the enjoyment level. One of the aspect 
that affected the engagement level was that Pepper felt considerate, since it gave 
compliments and was encouraging. This can be coupled to esteem support and emotional 
support according to Cutrona et al. (1990). Another support the participants highlighted 
were that Pepper let them choose, which made them feel important and seen. This in turn 
can be important in establishing a relationship. According to Cutrona et al. (1990), this is 
referred to as emotional support and some of the participant highlighted that they felt a 
connection to robot as a friend or as a teacher. The most effective support that the 
participant highlighted was that Pepper praised them, which can be coupled to compliment 
and emotional support. The users also felt that Pepper was helpful since it gave suggestions 
and advices, which can be tied to informational support that Cutrona et al. (1990) 
mentioned. Furthermore, most of the user felt that Pepper was listening but not 
understanding everything. This can be coupled to that Pepper was good at validating the 
answer, which is referred to as an esteem support, but didn't understand everything, which 
means that emotional support was not highly effective according to Cutrona et al (1990). 
This suggest that informational support and esteem support was most effective in creating 
engagement, and the emotional support was moderately important.  
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9. Conclusion  
The purpose of the study was to build an autonomous prototype system based on Pepper 
and Watson and to use this prototype to evaluate how it could support children with health 
problems. This includes examining what role it should fill, what activity it should engage 
the children in and how it was perceived. It was perceived to have many positive qualities 
such as being friendly, helpful, entertaining and giving praise. These qualities relate to the 
supportive behaviors that were implemented and the study shows that this lead to a high 
engagement. The engagement was shown both through attention during the quiz, as well as 
through enjoyment throughout the interaction in general. This is important, since an 
engaging social robot will have a better chance to achieve the goal it is designed for. The 
study concluded that the most suitable role for the robot to fill is as a companion to the 
children. One of the things it should do in this role is to entertain them, but most of all it 
should be designed to help the children feel less lonely. This was a very clearly stated from 
both the management at Ronald McDonald House and from the children. Combined with 
the fact that it felt like a friend to the children, this is a really promising implementation of 
the technology. At the same time, some users said that the robot also felt like a teacher. 
This could also be a possible role for the technology to fill, but was not highly prioritized 
by the users.  
  
The study also showed that there are plenty of room for improvements, both in the 
prototype system and for the technology in general. To further satisfy the needs of the 
users, the prototype could also include a way to activate the children and provide 
information in different languages. The ability to handle different languages is an area 
where there is a need for the technology to be improved. In its current state, Watson 
provided functionality that improved the prototype. Specifically, it allowed the robot to 
distinguish between similar sounding phrases that represented different user intents. 
Without the functionality that the Watson technology provides, this would have been a lot 
more challenging and time consuming to create. Furthermore, there is potential to use more 
such technology to improve the robot's ability to interact. However, the main conclusion of 
this study is that with the current technology, there is a possibility to create an autonomous 
robotic system with Watson and Pepper that can engage the children with health problems 
and to help them to feel less lonely.  

10. Future research   
One area which would be interesting to examine in future research is how a robot with 
different personalities would be perceived. The need for such robots are highlighted by the 
fact that both a companion robot and a teaching robot would be beneficial in the same 
context. However, as described by Verner, Polishuk & Krayner (2016) these two roles 
have different priorities that can interfere. A solution would be to have a robot that acts 
differently in different situations to fill both roles, but this is where more research could be 
needed. It could be interesting to examine if such a robot would be able to communicate 
the difference in a clear enough manner or if it would confuse users. Acceptance of such a 
robot and the effects on its ability to fill the roles is also worth to study.  
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Appendix  

Interview questions 

Interview 1 
1. How do your general operations look like? 
2. How many children are normally in the house? 
3. How old are the children? 
4. Why are the children here? 
5. What are the children’s needs? 
6. How are the children feeling? Are they alert enough to do different activities? 
7. What kind of activities does the children do? 
8. What knowledge does the children have about their disease and what questions do 

they have? 
9. What kind of help from a robot would you be interested in? 

Interview 2 
1. What tools are used to entertain the children? 
2. What games are available today? 
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3. Which of these are used the most? 
4. What is the procedure for when a new family are about to live in the house? 
5. How are new families greeted when they arrive? Do they get a tour? 
6. What preparations need to be made before a family arrives? 
7. What information does the family need when they arrive? 
8. How do a family book a room in the house? 
9. Who is responsible for keeping track of the available rooms? Is there a database 

with this info?  
10. What things are they given? Bedsheets? 
11. Is there anything that families usually forget to bring? 
12. What are their needs? 
13. What questions do they ask? 
14. How long to the children stay at the house? 
15. Are they returning or are most of them here for the first time? 
16. What activities are happening in the house? 
17. How often are there communal activities? How many are participating in these? 
18. Is there an interest to have more activities? What would be required for that to 

happen?  
19. How is the information about the activities communicated to the families? Is there 

room for suggestions from the families? 
20. How does a typical day look like for the children? 
21. Do they spend most of their time at the hospital or at the house?  
22. Are they going a lot back and forth between the house and the hospital? 
23. Are they here before an operations or afterwards to recover? 
24. The ones who are only here one day, what do they do? 
25. Do they need to rest or can they be active? How much are they able to move? 
26. Are there some who have special recommendation from the doctor to relax? 
27. What do the families do? 
28. What activities in Uppsala do they engage in? 
29. Do they cook their own food or do they eat out? 
30. Is this something that is important, would a robot that helped them to cook be 

valuable, or maybe recommend restaurants? 
31. Should the robot inform them about what medicine they need to take and keep track 

of when? 
32. Do the children know what they need to do in regards to their disease?  
33. Do they have questions about this? Do the parents ask about this? 
34. What is your opinion about having a robot provide such information?  
35. Are there any activities related to their disease such as eating, sleeping or moving at 

certain times? Is this something that they need encouragement with or reminders 
about? For example, diabetes.  

36. Would it be interesting if they could be provided information about sugar content of 
products by using a barcode scanner? 
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Natural Language Classifier Training Data 
Phrase Class 

Can you play a song? song 

I want to listen to a song? song 

Could you play a song Pepper? song 

Can you play a track? song 

I want to listen to a track? song 

Could you play a track Pepper? song 

I would like to listen to a song song 

I would like to listen to a song please song 

I would like to listen to music song 

Can you play music for me? song 

I want to listen to music? song 

Could you play some music for me Pepper? song 

I would like to listen to music song 

I would like to listen to a music song 

I would like to listen to Lush Life song 

I would like to listen to Mirrors song 

Can we listen to Lush life by Zara Larsson song 

I want to listen to a song by Zara Larsson song 

I want to listen to a song by Zara Larsson song 

I would like to listen to Mirrors by Justin Timberlake song 

I would like to listen to Uptown funk by Bruno Mars song 

Yes I want to choose the song topics song 

Can you play a quiz? quiz 

Can we play a quiz? quiz 

Can we play a music quiz? quiz 

Can we do a music quiz? quiz 

Could we play a quiz? quiz 

I want to play a quiz with you Pepper quiz 

I want to do a quiz Pepper quiz 

I would like to play a quiz quiz 

I would like to play a music quiz quiz 

Start the music quiz quiz 

I would like to do the general quiz quiz 
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Pepper let’s do the quiz quiz 

Yes, sure I want to do the music quiz quiz 

I think I would like to the quiz if it is possible quiz 

I would like to choose the music quiz quiz 

I would like to choose the quiz quiz 

I would like to choose to do the quiz quiz 

I would like to ask you something questions 

I would like to ask you some questions questions 

I was wondering questions 

can you answer this for me questions 

Can I ask you some questions questions 

I heard you can answer questions questions 

I have a question for you Pepper questions 

I have a music question for you Pepper questions 

I have a question about Justin Timberlake questions 

Can I ask you some questions about Justin Timberlake questions 

i want to learn more story 

please can you tell me about justin story 

i would like to hear from wikipedia story 

tell me a story story 

pepper tell me a story story 

please tell me a story story 

i am curious about story 

i am curious about justin story 

i am curious about your favorite artist story 

tell me a story about justin timberlake story 

tell me a story about the artist story 

pepper tell me a story about the artist story 

tell me a story about your favorite artist story 

i want to learn more about justin story 

Evaluation of the prototype system with questionnaires  

Participant information sheet 
Before the prototype systems begins, we will tell the participant the following information:  
Pepper is social robot that can talk, walk, dance and play saxophone.  
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The robot certainly likes to talk about music and Pepper has been learning a lot about different 
artists the last few weeks. As a user, you can play a music quiz about different artists, learn more 
about Justin Timberlake and you can ask it to play songs by different artists. The tablet is not 
touchable and is only used for guidance. Pepper do have some problems to hear you, and therefore 
it is important to articulate and try to repeat your statement, questions. Furthermore, Pepper doesn’t 
like to be disrupted when he is talking.  

Questionnaire  
Evaluation of the social interaction 
1) What was your overall thoughts? Did you like to interact with the robot? 
Comments: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
2) I would like to play another game with the robot. 
� Extremely likely   
� Very likely 
� Moderately likely 
� Slightly likely 
� Not at all likely 

Comments: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
3) I feel the robot was like a friend 
� A great deal   
� A lot 
� A moderate amount 
� A little 
� None at all 

Was it something specific that you thought of? 
Comments: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
4) I felt the robot cared about whether I did well in the task #considerate 
� A great deal   
� A lot 
� A moderate amount 
� A little 
� None at all 

Can you explain why? (prays, suggestion of topics) 
Comments: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
5) Did you feel uncomfortable? 
� A great deal   
� A lot 
� A moderate amount 
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� A little 
� None at all 

Can you explain why? 
Did you find the look of the robot scary? 
Would you be less uncomfortable if you interacted with the robot completely alone? 
Comments: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
6) I found the robot helpful 
� A great deal   
� A lot 
� A moderate amount 
� A little 
� None at all   

In what ways? 
In which way could the robot be more helpful? 
Comment: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
7) I felt that the robot was listening to what I had to say? 
� A great deal   
� A lot 
� A moderate amount 
� A little 
� None at all   

In what way? 
Comments: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
8) I felt that the robot understood what I was talking about? 
� A great deal   
� A lot 
� A moderate amount 
� A little 
� None at all   

Why/Why not? 
Comments: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
9) Did you understood Peppers expression? 
� A great deal   
� A lot 
� A moderate amount 
� A little 
� None at all   
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Did you felt that the robot had an expressive (uttrycksfullt) body language? 
What different movements did you notice? (nodding, hand gesture, breathtaking, gazing, pitch) 
 
10) Pepper praises me when I’ve done something well? 
� A great deal   
� A lot 
� A moderate amount 
� A little 
� None at all   

 
11) How engaged did you feel during the interaction? 
� Extremely engaged 
� Very engaged 
� Moderately engaged 
� Slightly engaged 
� Not at all engaged 

Comments: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
Evaluation of the task-oriented interaction (quiz) 
1) I enjoyed this quiz   
� Extremely satisfied 
� Moderately satisfied 
� Slightly satisfied 
� Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 
� Slightly dissatisfied 
� Moderately dissatisfied 
� Extremely dissatisfied 

What did you like/dislike? 
Comments: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
2) I enjoyed listening to music with Pepper   
� Extremely satisfied 
� Moderately satisfied 
� Slightly satisfied 
� Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 
� Slightly dissatisfied 
� Moderately dissatisfied 
� Extremely dissatisfied 

What did you like/dislike? 
Comments: _____________________________________________________________ 
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3) I found this quiz interesting 
� Extremely interesting 
� Very interesting 
� Moderately interesting 
� Slightly interesting 
� Not at all interesting 

Comments: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
4) I found this quiz challenging 
� Extremely challenging 
� Very challenging 
� Moderately challenging 
� Slightly challenging 
� Not at all challenging 

Comments: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
5) I have previous experience with Pepper 
� A great deal 
� A lot 
� A moderate amount 
� A few 
� None at all 

Comments: _____________________________________________________________ 
 


